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Foreword

In May 2014, as the new government took office in New Delhi, a paradigm shift in

policy structure to promote domestic manufacturing started to take shape in India.

Launched by the Prime Minister in September 2014, this set of policy interventions

was heralded as “Make in India”. The idea was to promote manufacturing in the

country with emphasis on job creation.

However, the discourse in learned circles quickly shifted to issues of land and labour

(and skills) leaving behind the critical issues of science, technology and innovation

(and domestic  R&D). Growth experience of Japan, East Asian economies and China

suggests that science, technology and innovation are important determinants.  We

also firmly believe that the key to sustainable competitive advantage for Indian

firms lie also in resolving the issues of science, technology and innovation along

with land and labour.

This special issue of the ASCI Journal of Management is an attempt to examine

those issues of science, technology and innovation that have a bearing on “Make in

India”.

We hope that the papers in this special issue will ignite the curiosity among

researchers and enhance conversation on this topic.

Best regards

Nirmalya Bagchi

Dean of Research & Management Studies

Professor, Area Chairperson

Technology Policy, Management and Innovation



.
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Determinants of Industrial R&D Investment of

Large Manufacturing Firms in India:

Post Global Financial Crisis of 2008

Abstract

Across the world, large firms show a greater propensity to undertake innovative activity.

Large firms are more active in R&D activities, technology in-licensing, employing qualified

manpower, organizational and marketing practices. In India too, bulk of industrial R&D

investment comes from large firms. Analyzing a panel dataset of 610 large manufacturing

firms having higher propensity to undertake R&D activities over a span of 6 years (2009-

2014), the paper tries to identify the determinants of R&D investment in large manufacturing

firms in India. The result shows that the large manufacturing firms who are younger in

age, highly engaged in import and export activities and more profitable have higher

propensity to undertake R&D activities and investment. The result could provide

policymakers a handle to create a space for targeted initiatives for the large manufacturing

firms in India.

Introduction

Indian manufacturing firms are characterised by low spending on R&D. Following

the opening up of the economy in 1991, global technology and outputs of R&D

became easy to acquire and most of the large firms gave up technology development

in favour of technology acquisition. Bagchi (2013) showed that R&D spending of

Indian firms is rather low and only about 900 odd firms spent anything substantial
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on R&D year on year. While this may be enough to satiate domestic demand, global

competitive advantage can only happen through indigenous R&D and innovation as

has been shown in large number of countries across the world. It is in this light that

an analysis is long overdue to understand determinants of R&D investment of large

firms roughly 20 years after liberalization of Indian economy. Following a brief

literature review, this paper elaborates on the data and its various complexities. A

panel data analysis (pooled OLS model) has been used to understand the determinants

of R&D investment of the large firms. Our study shows that the R&D experience of

Indian large manufacturing firms is largely in line with global experience (Goldar &

Ranganathan 1998; Kumar & Agarwal 2005) and echoes other studies conducted

across the globe on large firms (Cohen & Klepper 1996; Acs & Audretsch 1987).

Literature Review

It has been widely argued in the research literature that large firms show a greater

propensity to undertake innovative activity. Large firms are more active in R&D

activities, technology in-licensing, employing qualified manpower, organizational

and marketing practices (Schumpeter 1942; Cohen & Klepper 1996; Lejarraga &

Ros 2014). Schumpeter (1942) opined that a large firm operating in a concentrated

market holds an advantageous position in innovation over small firms. Galbraith

(1952) stated that research and development is a costly affair and can only be

carried out by firms associated with considerable resources. On the contrary, lack

of resources drive the small firms not to involve in costly and risky R&D activities.

Cohen & Klepper (1996) stated that large firms with substantial market share hold

an advantage in R&D because monopoly power helps them to realize the returns on

innovation. In addition, size and scale economies enable them to access external

sources of financing for risky R&D projects. With a variety of product lines under

their kitty, large firms hold a better position to exploit serendipitous innovations.

R&D is more productive in large firms, as supply chain between R&D and other

activities such as marketing and financial planning are likely to be better developed.

Internal knowledge, financial resources for innovation, sales base and market power

enable them to be more innovative.

Studies like Vaona & Pianta (2006) noted that in Europe, large firms perform better

than medium and small sized ones in both product and process innovations. The

positive relationship between patenting activities and innovation performance is

better for large firms than the SMEs (Andries & Faems 2013).

‘Small is better’ for innovation has been challenged by Mandel (2011), who argues

that scale is becoming increasingly important to innovate in a globalised world.

Additionally, large firms can more easily attract high-skilled specialists, and support

establishment of large R&D laboratories. In addition, large firms can defend their

patents more efficiently and can employ specialists to access government funding

schemes.
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In various literatures following arguments are put forth by the researchers

Table 1: Issues in R&D & related arguments

Issues in R&D Arguments

Capacity to handle large It is easier for the firms having large volume of

fixed cost of R&D sales to cover this cost of R&D (Galbraith, 1952)

Disruptive innovation It can be exploited better by large diversified

firms. (Coad et al., 2013)

Risk sharing Large firms can carry out many projects

simultaneously and hence spread the risks of

R&D. (Galbraith, 1952)

External financial access Access to external finance is better in case of

large firms. (Cohen & Klepper, 1996)

Financing R&D Large firms with influential market position

are better equipped to finance its R&D from

own profits. (Acs & Audretsch, 1987)

Return on Investment in R&D The returns from innovation could easily be

appropriated in case of firms with a greater

market power. (Cohen & Klepper, 1996)

In India, most of the private manufacturing firms are characterised by their low

spending on R&D. Instead of investing in R&D they are largely dependent on imported

technology. In 2013-14 only 825 manufacturing firms out of 26885 listed in PROWESS

Database invested on R&D which is merely 3% of the industry. Only a few sectors

like Chemical, Pharmaceuticals, Transport, Machinery & Equipment etc are major

spenders in R&D. It shows that Government has a large role to play to increase

private sector’s R&D investment in order to achieve STI Policy’s target to reach 2%

GERD1 of GDP within next five years. Bulk of the manufacturing sector’s R&D spending

comes from the large firms. Hence, targeted initiatives for the large firms are

critical to increase private sector R&D in the country. Analyzing a panel data of 610

large manufacturing firms over a span of 6 years (2009-2014), the present paper

tries to identify the determinants of R&D investment in large manufacturing firms

in India.

Kumar & Agarwal (2005) noted that a linear continuous relationship exists between

firm size and innovative activities of the firm. Using the data of R&D expenditure

of 345 firms in USA, Cohen et al. (1987) showed that net sale of the firm and

business unit level sale are important factors determining R&D investment decision

of the firms. Using the data of 4342 firms in Brazil for the year 1981, Braga &

1 GERD = Gross Expenditure on Research & Development
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Willmore (1991) found that size of the firm, export earnings, technology import

and diversification of the firm has positive and significant effect on R&D investment.

Using panel data of 1213 firms operating in Australia over a time period between

1994-95 and 1997-98, Bhattacharya & Bloch (2004) observed that net sale has a

positive and significant effect on innovation of high-tech firms. However, import

share of revenue have shown positive effect on innovation of both high-tech and

low-tech firms.

Estimating a model of Indian industry, Kumar & Saqib (1994) showed that export as

a value of production, profit ratio to production value and value added in sales

emerge as positive and significant in determining firms’ R&D investment decision.

Studies like Bonaccorsi (1992) posit a favorable relationship between innovativeness

of larger firms and exports. Dzhumashev et al. (2016) examined the effect of export

and R&D investment on firms’ survival for a panel of Indian IT firms and found that

firms investing in R&D face lower hazard than firm not investing in R&D.

Coad et al. (2013) argued that more in-house R&D investment is necessary for the

young firms, as they need larger R&D effort to be able to survive. Import of

technologies is always considered as one of the most important sources of knowledge

addition for the firms. The propensity of R&D activities within a firm is significantly

dependent upon technology import. The evidence in Indian context also suggests

that technology import in coordination with knowledge adaptation could bring in

higher R&D investment (Lall 1983; Katrak 1985; Kumar & Agarwal 2005). It is also a

proven fact that the firms, which are more open to international market, need

greater R&D investment than those oriented to domestic market only. Further, the

firms with higher profit margin have better capacity to bear the risk of R&D. Hence,

it invests more on R&D (Goldar & Ranganathan 1998).

Research Methodology

Identifying large firms:

The Manufacturing Enterprise is defined in terms of investment in Plant & Machinery.

General definition is as follows.

Table 2: Different levels of Manufacturing Enterprises in India

Manufacturing Sector Enterprises Investment in plant & machinery

Micro Enterprises Does not exceed twenty five lakh rupees

Small Enterprises More than twenty five lakh rupees but

does not exceed five crore rupees

Medium Enterprises More than five crore rupees but does not

exceed ten crore rupees

Source: Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
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Adopting this criterion of Government of India, firms investing more than Rs. 10

crore in plant and machinery are considered as large firms.

Plant and machinery data has been extracted for all the listed companies under

PROWESS Database2. It was found that 4526 out of 26885 companies listed in PROWESS

Database met the criteria of large firm; i.e., these firms invested more than Rs. 10

Crore in plant and machinery. R&D investment of these firms was examined over a

time period of six years (2009 to 2014). In 2008 the world observed one of the

biggest economic recessions and hence we have taken a period after this crisis. The

time period after 2008 has been chosen for this study. During the time of data

extraction, R&D data of the firms was not adequately available for the year 2014-

15 and 2015-16 in PROWESS Database. Hence those two years were excluded and

period of 2009 to 2014 has been taken into consideration for the study. It was

observed that only 610 firms out of these 4526 large firms spent continuously on

R&D during the period (at least 5 years between 2009 and 2014).

Following diagram shows the classification of large firms as per the criteria adopted.

Figure 1: classification of large firms as per the criteria adopted

2 PROWESS database is an important source of information on financial performance

of Indian companies (both listed and unlisted) and contains time-series data from

1989-90 till date. The database is the largest and most comprehensive one on Indian

business entities. Almost 27,000 companies incorporated in India, are covered under

the PROWESS database. Balance sheets and income statement of individual

companies filed with the Registrar of Companies is main source from which the

PROWESS fetches information. It has been claimed that the companies listed in

PROWESS Database contributes approximately 74% of India’s GDP.
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Data

Firm level data of R&D expenditure, net sales, import of capital goods, export

earnings, age of the firm and other economic variables of 610 large firms were

collected from PROWESS database at NIC 5 digit level for six years (2009-14). A

panel dataset was prepared involving the identified large firms. The panel consisted

of 3660 (610*6 i.e. cross sectional unit x time point) observations. Out of those

3,660 observations, some had missing data on R&D expenditure, some had cell

entries filled with zero or negative values. Those observations were dropped. After

these filtrations, the final panel was prepared. The final panel is an unbalanced

panel and consisted of 2,536 observations.

Table 3: NIC characterization of 610 large firms

NIC Code Industry Name Companies invested in R&D

(2 digit) for 5 years or more between a

time-period of 2009 and 2014

10 Food 40

11 Beverage 5

12 Tobacco 4

13 Textile 35

15 Leather 4

16 Wood 2

17 Paper 18

18 Printing 1

19 Coke & Petroleum 10

20 Chemical 111

21 Pharmaceuticals 87

22 Rubber & Plastic 34

23 Minerals 39

24 Metal 33

25 Fabricated Metal 9

26 Computer, Electronics and optical products 16

27 Electrical 23

28 Machinery & Equipment 54

29 Moto Vehicle 8

30 Other Transport 74

32 Other Manufacturing 3

Total 610

Variables used in the econometric model
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The table below provides empirical definition of different variables used in the

econometric model.

Table 4: Definition of the variables used in the empirical model

Variables Variable Name Empirical Definition

Firm Characteristics

R&D expense Y
i,t

Natural logarithm Maximum of R&D expense

(Capital and Current) for ith firm in tth year

Size Z
1it

Natural logarithm of Net Sale for ith firm

in tth year

Age Z
2it

Natural Logarithm of  number of years since

firm’s incorporation for ith firm in tth year

Import of capital Z
3it

Natural Logarithm of import of capital goods

goods for ith firm in tth year

Export earning Z
4it

Natural Logarithm of export earnings for

ith firm in tth year

Average Profit Z
5it

Natural Logarithm of average profit for ith firm

in tth year

Table 5 gives the descriptive statistics of the variables of 610 firms belongs to

manufacturing sector over a period of 6 years between 2009 and 2014 used in the

empirical model.

Table 5: Descriptive statistics of 610 firms (2009 to 2014)

Variables Mean (Rs. in Crore)

Average R&D expense in 6 years (2009-2014) 23.77

Size (Average Net Sale) in 6 years (2009-2014) 3708.39

Average Age 4.07

Average Import of capital goods in 6 years (2009-2014) 52.22

Average Export Earning in 6 years (2009-2014) 763.05

Average Profit (PBDITA) in 6 years (2009-2014) 473.69

Result and Discussion

In the present exercise pooled OLS model is employed where R&D investment is

considered as dependent variable. Given the limited quality and quantum of R&D

data in India, meaningful insights can be derived even from a pooled OLS model.

Hence, data cleaning has been given priority and a dense set has been formed to

work with. The following equation estimates the R&D investment of Indian Industries.
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Y
i,t

 = C + δ1 Z
1it 

+ δ2 Z
2it 

+ δ3 Z
3it 

+ δ4 Z
4it 

+ δ5 Z
5it

Table 6 sets out the estimations explaining R&D behaviour of Indian large firms.

Table 6: Determinants of R&D investment

Dependent variable: Y
i,t

Characteristics Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value

Constant C -1.99021 0.290943 -6.8405 <0.00001 ***

Size of the firm Z
1it

0.221889 0.0568536 3.9028 0.00010 ***

Age of the firm Z
2it

-0.105338 0.0628616 -1.6757 0.09392 *

Export Z
3it

0.176593 0.0186117 9.4883 <0.00001 ***

Import Z
4it

0.0902946 0.0188875 4.7806 <0.00001 ***

Profit Margin Z
5it

0.316828 0.0542016 5.8454 <0.00001 ***

Mean dependent variable 3.202873 S.D. dependent var 2.059121

Sum squared residual 6638.963 S.E. of regression 1.619906

R-squared 0.382327 Adjusted R-squared 0.381106

F(14, 3222) 313.2037 P-value(F) 1.6e-261

Log-likelihood -4818.710 Akaike criterion 9649.421

Schwarz criterion 9684.451 Hannan-Quinn 9662.129

***, ** and * indicates statistical significance at 1, 5 and 10%, respectively

Y
i,t

 = -1.99021 + 0.221889 Z
1it

 - 0.105338 Z
2it

 + 0.176593 Z
3it

 + 0.0902946 Z
4it

 + 0.316828 Z
5it

Adjusted R2 is observed rather low at 38 per cent. It is, however, justifiable given

the large heterogeneous cross-section of firms covered in the sample. The role of

different variables as determinants of R&D investment is given below.

• It is observed that coefficient of Size of the firm is positive and statistically

significant at 1% level. This suggests that size of the firm and the R&D intensity

has a positive relationship for the given sample of large firms.

• The coefficient on Age is negative, indicating that young firms are more

responsive to R&D investment.

• Import addressing technology imports in the form of capital goods also emerges

with a positive sign and statistically significant at 1% level. It suggests that

knowledge imports in the form of capital goods also foster R&D investment of

Indian large firms.

• Export comes up with positive and statistically significant effects. It tends to

suggest that export earning significantly enhances the need for an in-house

R&D effort to support overseas operations.

δ
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• Profit margin also comes up with a positive coefficient, which suggests that the

firms having higher profit margins have better capacity to bear the risk of R&D

activity.

Conclusion

The STI Policy, 2013 of India has given major thrust on technology led innovation

growth in the country. It has targeted to increase the Gross Domestic Expenditure

on R&D (GERD) to 2% of country’s’ GDP from its current level of 0.9% within next

five years. Increased private investment on R&D is necessary to meet this target.

As majority of the private R&D investment in India comes from the large firms, the

Government must create space for targeted initiatives for the large manufacturing

firms. Analysis of 610 large manufacturing firms having higher propensity to conduct

R&D activities reveals that size of the firm, age of the firm, import and export

activities and profit margin of the firms play a significant role in identifying the

determinants of R&D investment of large manufacturing firms in India. Large

manufacturing firms who are younger in age, highly engaged in import and export

activities and have better profit margins are more responsive towards R&D

investments. This model reported above can help in implementation of the STI

Policy 2013.

These results are identical to the studies conducted in Indian context (Lall 1983,

Goldar & Ranganathan 1998, Kumar & Agarwal 2005). The findings of study are also

similar to international studies like Braga and Willmore 1991, Bonaccorsi 1992,

Coad et al. 2013.

However, other critical parameters of innovation infrastructure should also be

carefully examined to establish a suitable policy for the large firms. A well defined

IPR policy, increased collaboration between academia and industry, creation of

skilled manpower for R&D, ensuring ease of doing business and establishment of a

suitable scientific research infrastructure policy are imperative to quickly actualize

the goal of the STI policy 2013. Future studies on similar lines may also incorporate

other critical parameters of innovation infrastructure in the model to more

comprehensively depict pattern of R&D spending of the Indian large manufacturing

firms. The quality and quantum of R&D data always has been an issue in Indian

context. Hence more qualitative approach like case studies may provide more

information to understand determinants of R&D investments.
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An Ideal Entrepreneurial Ecosystem for

Tech Start-Ups in India: Structure, Role and Promotion

Abstract

Of late, tech start-ups and its entrepreneurial ecosystems are gaining increasing visibility

and significance for further promotion globally, including India. While tech start-ups are

considered to have a high potential for contribution to employment, innovation, productivity

and income creation, entrepreneurial ecosystems are recognized to have a decisive role in

the promotion of tech start-ups. Against this backdrop, this article defines an ideal

entrepreneurial ecosystem in the Indian context, based on three-stage interactions with

ecosystem stakeholders (by means of Delphi technique application) in two of the six

prominent tech start-up hubs in India, namely, Bangalore and Hyderabad. The structure

and components of an ideal ecosystem and its role in the promotion of tech start-ups

across three different stages of its life cycle are analyzed. Finally, ways and means of

promoting such an ideal ecosystem for an accelerated generation of tech start-ups and

their growth in India are suggested.

Introduction

Technology entrepreneurship induced technology start-ups are gaining increasing

visibility and attention globally, among empirical researchers and policy makers,

alike (Bala Subrahmanya, 2015). This is because they have the potential to bring

diverse benefits to an economy. Among all, they can promote innovations,

productivity, and employment generation. They can promote innovations because

they can be the means as well as the outcomes of innovations, and innovation

encourages productivity growth on the one hand and employment growth on the

other (World Economic Forum, 2014). They have the potential to contribute to a

country’s competitiveness if they introduce new products or services (Muller and

Rammer, 2012). A large scale promotion of tech start-ups can bring out a change in
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the economic structure of a country in terms of their contributions to national

income, employment and exports.

However, tech start-ups do not come up anywhere and everywhere. More often

than not, they come up in specific locations or regions, which are characterized by

the presence of a fertile entrepreneurial ecosystem. Therefore, it is argued that a

fertile entrepreneurial ecosystem is a pre-requisite for the promotion of tech start-

ups (Arruda, et al, 2013). Till recently, entrepreneurial ecosystem for tech start-

ups was largely discussed in the context of Silicon Valley and Israel, but things have

changed substantially since then. New entrepreneurial ecosystems have been fast

emerging all over the world while the older ones are attaining maturity and self-

sustainability (Bala Subrahmanya, 2015).

Among the emerging economies, India is considered to have a high potential for the

generation of tech start-ups and, as of now, India is considered to have the third

highest number of operating start-ups and start-up exits (realized through mergers

& acquisitions) (Bala Subrahmanya, 2017a). In most cases, these start-ups are

acquired by MNCs, domestic or foreign, or other more established and fast growing

tech start-ups. While it is widely accepted that tech start-ups can bring innumerable

benefits to an economy, they have a flip-side as well. They have a limited survival

rate or alternatively a high failure rate (Song, et al, 2008). This is because they

suffer from the liability of newness, and they are unfamiliar and without precedence

when born. Added to these, they are started on a small scale with very limited

resources (Bala Subrahmanya, 2015).

As a result, they face multiple uncertainties and challenges at every stage of their

growth and operations. It is due to these that they depend on their local environment

for critical support and resources. In fact, empirical evidence suggests that tech

start-ups that are nurtured in a fertile entrepreneurial ecosystem have a high

probability of success relative to those which are not nurtured in a similar

environment (Arruda, et al, 2013). As a result, the process of developing an enabling

ecosystem for entrepreneurship has received considerable attention from

governments, development agencies, and academics (ANDE, 2013). More and more

economies are resorting to policies to create ecosystems that facilitate the creation

of new ventures (Manzella, 2014). It is against this backdrop that this paper attempts

to ascertain the structure and role of an ideal entrepreneurial ecosystem for

nurturing tech start-ups and examines the ways and means of promoting it in the

Indian context.

Definition of Concepts: Start-Ups, Tech Start-Ups and Entrepreneurial

Ecosystems

There are two important concepts which require a description at the outset, namely,

(i) tech start-ups, and (ii) ecosystem for tech start-ups. Start-ups are new ventures
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which have no previous history of operations. They are neither inherited ones nor

acquired ones nor spin-offs from large firms (Bala Subrahmanya, 2015). A “tech

start-up” may be defined as a new venture which owes its origin to science/

technology based entrepreneurship, and therefore, the entrepreneur who promoted

such a start-up may be qualified with a science/technology degree and/or a deep

knowledge of science/engineering due to industry experience. Further, the product/

service emerging from such a start-up must have technology content in it. Broadly,

start-ups which make use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)

and/or which fall within the purview of bio-tech/pharmaceutical and medicine

manufacturing, aerospace product and parts manufacturing, architectural

engineering and related services, and scientific R&D services can be considered

“tech start-ups”.

An entrepreneurial ecosystem is broadly defined to comprise (i) entrepreneurship

and its sources, (ii) government, (iii) industry, (iv) academia, (v) different kinds of

financial support such as debt finance, equity investments and grants, (vi) private

support agencies such as accelerators, incubators, proof of concept/prototype

development centres, etc., (vii) service providers of various kinds, (viii) technical

and business expertise for mentoring, and (ix) culture (Sean, 2015; CII, 2015; Grant

Thornton, 2016). It is their presence in varying quality and quantity and their

interactions which would generate tech start-ups.

Entrepreneurial Ecosystem for Start-Ups: Key Issues

There are certain critical elements or components which are essential for the

blossoming of a healthy and structured entrepreneurship ecosystem, which need to

be identified at the outset, if they have to be promoted appropriately. Isenberg

(2011) identifies them as the domains of entrepreneurship ecosystem and according

to him, entrepreneurship is at the core of the ecosystem and it would comprise (i)

policy, (ii) finance, (iii) culture, (iv) supports, (v) human capital, and (vi) markets.

But Feld (2012) contended that four essential characteristics differentiate a

successful start-up community from the rest, namely, (i) it is led by entrepreneurs

and not by governments, universities, large companies or service providers whom

he termed as “feeders”, (ii) it has long-term commitment from its entrepreneurs

to the community, (iii) it is inclusive implying that anybody who wants to participate

will have an opportunity to do so, and (iv) it will have quality events to engage

prospective entrepreneurs, specially through acceleration programs and mentoring

sessions.

Aliesa (2013) considered ecosystem as a society of founders with ideas and skills,

consisting of young companies at early stages with talent, incubators with mentors

and capital, early product adopters and the media. If a start-up ecosystem has to

develop a self-sustaining network of talent and resources that seek to solve wider
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entrepreneurial community issues, it must have (i) entrepreneurs with technical

skills, as it is a basic requirement in technology and development, (ii) a variety of

sources of funding, as it is an important element in a good start-up ecosystem for

innovative ideas, and (iii) a favourable government regulation, as it is an important

determinant of the success of upcoming and existing start-ups. If an ecosystem has

to be effective, it is crucial for the government to address these needs adequately.

Foster and Shimizu (2013) re-emphasize what other researchers have stated that

the central focus of the start-up ecosystem is on the entrepreneurs. For

entrepreneurs, three issues are of pivotal importance, namely, (i) accessible markets,

(ii) human capital, and (iii) funding and finance. In addition, entrepreneurs

themselves, past or present, can play multiple roles such as mentorship, investment,

new founders and new employees. The second important stakeholder in an ecosystem

is large companies because they have the potential to provide crucial leverage for

early stage companies in their growth. The third important stakeholder is the

government, which can influence the ecosystem through its regulatory policies,

which entrepreneurs may view as either potential growth accelerators or potential

growth inhibitors.

Foster and Shimizu (2013) contend that if start-up ecosystems differ from one region

to another, this would be primarily due to differences in regional government policies

aimed at entrepreneurship promotion. Broadly, they identified eight essential

components in an entrepreneurial ecosystem, namely, (i) accessible markets, (ii)

human capital/workforce, (iii) funding and finance, (iv) mentors, advisors, and

support systems, (v) regulatory framework and infrastructure, (vi) education &

training, (vii) major universities as catalysts, and (viii) cultural support.

The empirical study of Piscione (2013) assumes significance in this context as it

explored the characteristics of the first and the most successful start-up ecosystem

of the world, Silicon Valley. The uniqueness of the ecosystem has been attributed

to the presence of a shared set of attitudes, values, goals, and practices in the

Silicon Valley, which are difficult to reproduce or replicate. However, based on

Silicon Valley, Piscione (2013) identified certain characteristics suitable for a healthy

start-up ecosystem, such as:

(i) the presence of a high ranked university (i.e., Stanford),

(ii) the cultural mix of experienced and highly talented entrepreneurs,

investors, and academics,

(iii) a wellness mindset and quality of life with causal offices, healthy work

culture, and disdain for hierarchical communication models,
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(iv) people from many parts of the world, and the Immigration and National

Act of 1990 which encouraged highly skilled immigrants to move to urban

centres,

(v) risk and failure being embraced as part of the entrepreneurial journey,

(vi) authentic entrepreneurs with passion to make a difference in humanity,

(vii) a well-established patent industry,

(viii) passionate, authentic, driven by ideas, fearless in risk taking, trustworthy

and resilient people,

(ix) no idea is considered crazy,

(x) the venture capital industry on virtuous cycle, where successful

entrepreneurs take their exit earnings to invest in new start-ups, and

(xi) network culture of freely exchanging ideas.

Piscione (2013) further noted that many of these characteristics are present in the

Israeli ecosystem as well, which is the other notable tech start-up ecosystem in the

global economy.

World Economic Forum (2014) based on an empirical analysis involving case studies

covering entrepreneurial ecosystems around the globe and early stage company

growth dynamics, identified eight pillars of an entrepreneurial ecosystem, namely:

(i) accessible markets, domestic as well as foreign, consisting of large firms,

SMEs and governments as customers,

(ii) human capital/workforce comprising managerial talent, technical talent,

experienced entrepreneurs, access to immigrant work force and outsourcing

availability,

(iii) funding and finance including friends and relatives, angel investors, private

equities, venture capital, and access to debt finance,

(iv) support systems/mentors including mentors/advisors, professional services,

incubators/accelerators, and network of professional peers,

(v) government & regulatory framework for ease of doing business, tax

incentives, business friendly legislation, access to basic infrastructure,

(vi) education & training to provide workforce, and entrepreneurship,

(vii) major universities as catalysts as a means of entrepreneurial culture, idea

generation and workforce for start-ups,

(viii) cultural support for tolerance of risk and failure, preference for self-

employment, research culture, positive image for entrepreneurs,

celebration of innovation, and success stories/role models.
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Of these, three elements are of pivotal importance: markets, human resources and

finance (World Economic Forum, 2014).

Krajcik and Formanek (2015) while describing the ecosystem components in terms

of entrepreneurial start-ups, policy agencies, incubators/accelerators, and sources

of finance, laid more emphasis on the role of scientific research which determines

the basic structure of business entities, and local high-tech industry with a focus on

social networks which encourage the growth of an ecosystem. But Arruda, et al

(2013) attached special attention to (i) regulatory framework of the government as

they play a decisive role in the creation of start-ups, followed by (ii) market

conditions, (iii) access to finance, (iv) creation and diffusion of knowledge from

institutions and researchers, (v) entrepreneurial capability and (vi) entrepreneurship

culture, in the context of Brazil.

While Arrdua, et al, (2013) concluded that the existing market conditions and access

to finance in Brazil are favourable for start-ups, they felt that the regulatory bodies

have not yet realized the role and contribution that they could make to the creation

of start-ups, industry-institute interactions were inadequate, entrepreneurship

capability was limited due to education not veering towards entrepreneurship and

limited migration of qualified foreign professionals. Finally, Brazilians, by and large,

were risk averse and offered resistance to failure.

Haines (2016) in the context of Cairns region of Australia, broadly identified eight

key elements which play a crucial role in the birth, growth and exit of start-ups.

The key elements are (i) entrepreneurs, inventors and innovators, (ii) educational

institutions, (iii) research institutions, (iv) specialist service providers such as

accountant and lawyers, (v) governments (local, regional and national), (vi) investors,

(vii) mentors, and (viii) media. Cukier, et al (2016) added geographical dimension

to the ecosystem by defining an ecosystem as a limited region within 30 miles (or

one hour) travel range, formed by people, their start-ups, various start-up supporting

organizations interacting as a complex system to create new ventures and evolve

the existing ones.

With respect to Western agglomerations, Hemmert, et al, (2016) identified 10

common elements of successful start-up ecosystems. These would include a pool of

highly talented people with entrepreneurial spirit and a high risk-taking propensity,

supported by a favourable culture well disposed towards risk taking and failure

absorption, closely located high density of research institutions, which generate

innovations, financial system that caters to high-risk ventures with a high growth

potential, at different stages of their growth and exit, support system which binds

entrepreneurs and investors, talented human resources, mentors who could be

former successful entrepreneurs or experienced businessmen, access to both local

and international markets, large companies which perform multiple roles such as
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early investors, early product adopters, providers of technology, know-how or sales,

or offer exit options through mergers and acquisitions, and a supportive regulatory

environment for risky ventures. But Aaltonen (2016) contends that the multiple

needs of new ventures in an ecosystem are primarily met by five actors, namely, (i)

entrepreneurs and prospective entrepreneurs, (ii) private investors, (iii) large

companies, (iv) universities, and (v) policy makers, without whom ecosystem may

not exist or function effectively.

Overall, the conceptual and empirical studies on entrepreneurial ecosystems, all

of which emerged only in the earlier part of 2010s, have identified the critical

components of an ecosystem and discussed their respective roles. Many of these

studies, though focused on diverse geographical regions of the world, have reiterated

the significance of majority of the components. They assigned the central role in

the ecosystem to entrepreneurs and prospective entrepreneurs; supported by sources

of finance; local and international markets; talented human resources; large

companies; education & research institutions; local, regional and national

governments; mentors or advisors; support system in the form of specialist service

providers, accelerators and incubators; supportive culture; and media. The identified

ecosystem components are briefly presented in Figure 2. Each of these is considered

vital for the existence and operation of an ecosystem for the promotion of start-

ups, though their relative importance might vary from region to region or from

time to time.

Figure 2: Commonly Identified Ecosystem Components in Literature
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However, the existing studies have not examined the role of each of these

components with respect to the linkages that they might have with each other, as

well as with respect to the different stages of life cycle of tech start-ups. It is

possible that while some of these components might be crucial in all stages across

the life cycle of tech start-ups, the role of some of the others might emerge or

cease as critical only in some stages of the life cycle but not in others. Further,

mere identification of ecosystem components and their significance with respect

to start-ups may not be an adequate input for policy makers. The current studies

have not thrown any light on how to promote an effective entrepreneurial ecosystem

for generating a growing number of tech start-ups and nurture their growth all

through the life cycle. It is in the context of these research gaps that the present

study is undertaken.

Research Objectives, Scope and Methodology

The present study has two key research objectives, which are as follows:

(i) To define an ideal entrepreneurial ecosystem feasible in the Indian economic

environment – its structure, components, and role in different stages of life

cycle of tech start-ups, and

(ii) To ascertain the ways and means of promoting an ideal entrepreneurial

ecosystem in India.

The first research objective is analyzed based on Delphi technique based three

stage interactions with the ecosystem stakeholders in two of the prominent start-

hubs in India, namely, Bangalore and Hyderabad. While Bangalore is an internationally

recognized startup hub, Hyderabad is a fast emerging startup hub in India. The

former is recently identified as the most dynamic city whereas the latter, the fifth

most dynamic city in the world (Clarke-Billings, 2017). Bangalore, nicknamed as

India’s “Silicon Valley”, has been considered one of the 10 start-up capitals in the

global economy (Anjum 2014). Further, recently it is identified among the top 20

cities to have the 20th best eco-system for startups in the world (Startup Genome,

2017). Hyderabad, capital city of the newly carved Telangana state, is currently

working towards building one of the strongest foundations for a powerful startup

ecosystem and hub in India (Kashyap, 2016). Thus, these two are rather the most

promising startup hubs in India, as of now.

A description on the Delphi technique, used as a method of data collection for

analysis, is in order. Delphi technique involves a repetitive process of multi-stage

interactions to obtain consensus among the subject experts. At each stage of

interaction, the questionnaire is revised, with the provision of feedback of previous

stage interaction results to the experts. The objective is to facilitate the convergence

of experts’ views on a particular theme. The process stops when consensus is reached,
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or theoretical saturation is achieved or when adequate information is exchanged

(Skulmoski, et al, 2007). Delphi technique is a way of obtaining a collective view

from individual experts about issues where there is no or little definite evidence

and where opinion is important (Thangaratinam and Redman, 2005). It is a group

communication process which aims to achieve a convergence of opinion on a specific

real-world issue (Hsu and Sanford, 2007).

For the present study, at the outset, we identified Delphi panelists based on our

knowledge and seeking information from some experts whom we knew, in both

Bangalore and Hyderabad. We prepared an open end questionnaire and met with

each identified Delphi Experts who gave us appointment for an interaction. The

knowledge gained and information gathered through personal interviews enabled

us to prepare a structured questionnaire for the second round of interactions with

the Delphi Experts. Once responses were obtained from all the Delphi Experts in

both the hubs, we analyzed the responses and ascertained the degree of consensus

achieved for each of the questions. We prepared the questionnaire for the third

round of interactions by including only those questions for which consensus were

not arrived at, along with the summary of responses obtained from the Delphi

experts (in the second round) in each hub. The three-round interactions with the

Delphi experts in the two cities were held during August 2015-March 2016.

Overall, we have covered 89 experts (51 in Bangalore and 38 in Hyderabad) covering

all the major domains of the ecosystem as identified based on literature survey (as

given in Figure 2) in the first round. The numbers of Delphi experts participated in

the second and third rounds, respectively were 51 and 44 in Bangalore whereas 30

and 22 in Hyderabad. The convergence to the extent of 75% among the Delphi

experts for each of the questions in the questionnaire was considered consensus.

The Delphi technique implementation process involving three stages of interactions

is presented in Figure 3, and the number of Delphi experts who responded to our

questionnaires in each of the three stages is presented in Table 7.

It is the consensus arrived at by our Delphi experts on the various components of an

ideal entrepreneurial ecosystem for tech start-ups, their relative importance and

role in different stages of life cycle of tech start-ups, which enabled us to define

and analyze the structure and components of an ideal ecosystem for tech start-ups

and its role. The second research objective has been analyzed based on discussions

with experts, supported by relevant literature including news items appeared in

the daily newspapers.
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Figure 3: Delphi Technique Implementation:  Three Rounds of Interaction

Table 7: Number of Delphi Experts: Round-wise

Rounds� 1 2 3

Bangalore 51 51 44

Hyderabad 38 30 22

Total Number of Delphi experts 89 81 66

An Ideal Entrepreneurial Ecosystem for Tech Start-Ups: Structure, Role

and Promotion

An ideal entrepreneurial ecosystem is one which is vibrant comprising an adequate

number of essential components of varying competence, which effectively interact

with one another, to ensure a steady generation of tech start-ups and to facilitate

their survival and/or stability and/or success and accelerated growth (Bala

Subrahmanya, 2017b).

An entrepreneurial ecosystem which is appropriate and feasible in Indian economic

environment must be definable with essential components, which are promotable.

Further, each component must be identified with a specific role in nurturing and

promoting tech start-ups for its emergence, survival and stability, success and growth

over its life cycle. It is important to understand how the identified components are

related to one another in the ecosystem, and how do they interact for start-up

promotion. Similarly, the ecosystem must have options for the exit of unviable tech

start-ups either prior to its emergence or immediately after its emergence, or
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after its survival and stability, or even after its success and accelerated growth.

Given this, ways and means need to be prescribed for its adequate promotion to

facilitate a growing number of tech start-up emergence, stability and growth.

1. An Ideal Entrepreneurial Ecosystem, Its structure and Role

It is the consensus achieved at the end of the second and third rounds of interactions

with the Delphi experts which formed the basis of our analysis on the ideal ecosystem

structure, its components, its inter-relationships and its role in the nurturing and

promotion of tech start-ups in the Indian context.

Based on the consensus of Delphi experts in Bangalore and Hyderabad, we could

identify the major issues concerning an ideal entrepreneurial ecosystem and the

components which support or promote them, as given in Figure 4. There are nine

core issues concerning an ideal ecosystem for tech start-ups, which are as follows:

(1) Sources of entrepreneurship, (2) Finance, (3) Market, (4) Human Resources, (5)

Support structure, (6) Mentorship, (7) Policy, (8) Culture, (9) Media. These nine

core issues are provided or promoted by either one or more of the four key elements/

components, which are described as follows:

A. Large firms (domestic or MNCs): generate entrepreneurship (1), provide

finance (2), markets (3), human resources (4) and business and technology

mentorship (6) either directly or through their own Accelerators (5). They

can contribute to the emergence of entrepreneurial culture (8) and

supportive media (9) within an ecosystem.  Experienced former employees

of large firms become start-up founders, seed funders/angels/VCs, join

startups as employees, become technology and/or business mentors, or set

up their own Co-working spaces, and thereby influence entrepreneurial

culture and impact the media. Even existing employees might be encouraged

to become start-up founders through a sabbatical policy.

B. Education & Research Institutions: contribute in the form of sources of

entrepreneurship (1), provide finance (2), human resources (4), technology

and business mentorship (6) and market (3) through their own TBIs (5),

facilitate the emergence of conducive culture (8) and favourable media

(9). Graduates or Professors of education and research institutes become

start-up founders, or join start-ups as employees, become technology/

business mentors, induce conducive culture and influence the media.

C. Regional and National Governments: can provide finance through its own

seed funds or VC firms (2), be the early/late adopters of start-up products

(3), create TBIs (5) and facilitate the availability of mentorship (6), be the

active promoter through its policy start-ups, fiscal and financial incentives,

promote industry, infrastructure and a strong IP regime for encouraging
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innovations and technology commercialization (7), nurture a competitive

and environmental culture (8) and influence the media (9).

D. Tech start-ups (in different stages of their lifecycle): Start-up co-founders

or employees can set up their own start-ups (1), existing start-ups can finance

new start-ups (2), existing start-ups can be the early adopters of new start-

up products (3), employees of existing start-ups can become new start-up

employees (4), founders of start-ups can become mentors for new start-ups

(6), and overall have an influence on culture (8) and media (9). Serial start-

up entrepreneurs become either technology/business mentors or seed

funders/angels/VCs or set up their own Co-working spaces.

Of the above, (i) large firms and tech start-ups constitute industry, (ii) education

and research institutions represent the academia, and (iii) regional and national

governments broadly represent the government. Thus, industry, academia and

government provide the much needed base for the evolution or building up of an

entrepreneurial ecosystem.

It is pertinent to define the structure of an ideal ecosystem and the major

components which promote tech start-ups. The ideal entrepreneurial ecosystem

will broadly emerge within and supported by the Triple Helix Model consisting of

academia-government-industry and their interactions, the latter was originally

proposed by Etzkowitz (2003). The triple helix model posits three spheres,

overlapping and interacting with one another, with each “taking the role of the

other”, producing hybrid organizations such as science park, spin-offs, university-

run enterprises and the incubator from these interactions (Etzkowitz, 2007). A triple

helix regime typically starts as university, industry and government enter into a

reciprocal relationship with each other in which each attempts to enhance the

performance of the other. Most such initiatives take place at the regional level

where specific contexts of industrial clusters, academic development and presence

of governing authority influence the development of the triple helix (Etzkowitz,

2007).
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Figure 4: Entrepreneurial Ecosystem for

Tech Start-ups – Core Issues and Supportive Components

This triple helix-field interaction results in three kinds of circulation between them,

namely, (i) personnel circulation, (ii) information circulation and (iii) product

circulation. These circulations occur both at “macro and micro” levels. Macro

circulations move among the helices, while micro circulations take place within a

particular helix. The former creates collaboration policies, projects and networks

whereas the latter consists of outputs of individual helices. It is this triple helix

interaction leading to circulations of personnel, information and products which

form the base or foundation for the evolution of an entrepreneurial ecosystem

comprising its various components.

Within this triple helix model, an entrepreneurial ecosystem can be defined as a

system with a nucleus consisting of tech start-up entrepreneurs, tech start-ups and

prospective tech start-up entrepreneurs, with two outer layers as presented in

Figure 5. The first outer layer will include indispensable (primary) components

consisting of (i) Sources of finance such as Seed Funds, Angel Investors, Venture

Capitalists, Private Equities and Investment Bankers, (ii) Market, (iii) Human

Resources, (iv) Support system comprising Accelerators, Business Incubators and

Co-working Spaces, and common facility centres or common technology platforms/

laboratories, and (v) Business and Technology Mentors. The second and outer most

layer will comprise supplementary components such as (i) supportive local culture,
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and (ii) supportive media. Primary components are those without which an ecosystem

will not emerge or sustain or effective, whereas secondary components are those

which play only a supportive role.

Figure 5: Ideal Entrepreneurial Ecosystem for Tech Startups:

Structure and Components

Given the structure of an ideal ecosystem, it is appropriate to examine how each of

these nine core ecosystem issues, along with the triple helix, plays a role in the

nurturing and growth of a tech start-up in different stages of its lifecycle. The

three critical stages of lifecycle of a tech start-up are presented in Figure 6. Broadly,

it comprises (i) pre-emergence leading to emergence, (ii) emergence leading to

survival and stability, and (iii) survival and stability leading to success and growth.

A prospective tech start-up founder/s invariably will have an idea and a passion to

conceptualize that idea for developing a proof of concept/prototype towards final

product development and its commercialization through taking the product to
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market.  In this journey, the challenges are numerous, both on technical and

commercial fronts. Therefore, in the pre-emergence stage, a prospective start-up

entrepreneur has two options: either join an Accelerator/TBI/Co-working space or

explore oneself the entrepreneurial journey of setting up a tech start-up. If one

opts and succeeds in the former, his/her idea would have got screened for its viability,

resulting in obtaining technology/business mentorship, getting access to seed funds/

angel investors, and getting assistance in market identification. Generally,

prospective start-ups here have to register their tech start-ups to proceed further.

The screened idea will be taken forward to develop a proof of concept through

prototype development, followed by product testing and obtaining customer

feedback from identified early product adopters.

If one decides to explore the entrepreneurial journey by oneself, the task is to

scout for a compatible technology/business mentor, and with his help validate

entrepreneurial idea/s, develop a proof of concept or product prototype, obtain

access to seed funds/angel investors as well as identify early markets. Thus in the

stage of pre-emergence to emergence, the critical parameters required for setting

up a start-up would have been found and connected together, resulting in the birth

of a tech start-up and its formal registration with a government organization.

In the stage of survival and stability, a tech start-up after its birth, goes for repeated

manufacturing of products and strives for market penetration by obtaining repeated

customers. In the process, it would acquire more funding and employ more human

resources. The role of technology and business mentors continues to be crucial as

they guide in bringing out “repeatable products” and obtain “repeated and/or new

customers”. The required finance is obtained from angel investors and/or venture

capitalists. The required human resources are recruited from either education and

research institutes (that is, fresh talent) or large firms or other tech start-ups

(experienced technical workforce). The target market for penetration would

comprise large firms (for B2B start-ups) and/or general consumers (for B2C

customers).
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Figure 6:  Ecosystem Components Influencing Life Cycle

Stages of Tech Start-ups

In the stage of expansion and growth, once a tech start-up survives and gets

stabilized, it would go for accelerated market expansion. The role of technology/

business mentors is decisive. The requirement for funds is much larger, affordable

to provide by only late stage VCs or Private Equities. The rapid expansion of the

start-up would call for speedier recruitment of fresh talent from education and

research institutions and experienced technical personnel from large firms or other

tech start-ups. The identified market penetration in an accelerated rate would

occur at this stage. Such tech start-ups would attract the attention of large firms

(domestic/MNCs) or other well established tech start-ups which have business

compatibility, for Mergers & Acquisition (M&A), or alternatively some of them would

go public through Initial Public Offerings (IPOs) in the stock market to raise more

resources, and thereby reach a higher growth path.

A favourable government policy in the form of high-quality and effective urban

infrastructure, fiscal and financial concessions for early stage start-ups, easy entry

and exit policies, a strong IP regime, etc. all would contribute to a conducive start-

up environment encouraging the emergence, survival and stability, expansion and

growth of start-ups. It would also witness and absorb start-up failures at different

stages of its lifecycle. The more open the cultural environment for risk taking,
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uncertainty bearing and absorbing failures, the more number of start-up

entrepreneurs that would emerge in the ecosystem. The multi-cultural vibrancy of

a regional entrepreneurial ecosystem would attract entrepreneurial talent from

diverse corners within the country as well as abroad. The diffusion of information

about (i) sources of tech start-up entrepreneurship, (ii) availability and quality of

ecosystem components, (iii) emergence of tech start-ups addressing diverse problems

of a society, (iv) achievements as well as failures of tech start-ups in the ecosystem,

through the media will have a further positive influence on the various lifecycle

stages of tech start-ups. All this together would contribute and determine the

vibrancy and maturity of an ideal entrepreneurial ecosystem in Indian economy.

2 Ways and Means of promoting an Ideal Entrepreneurial Ecosystem in India:

As discussed in the previous section, entrepreneurial ecosystems are essentially

regional in character. However, national policies do influence them (Bala

Subrahmanya, 2017b). Keeping these issues in the backdrop, the strategy should be

to promote regional entrepreneurial ecosystems for tech start-ups across India. To

achieve this objective, Academia-Industry-Government triple helix body has to be

set up at the national level, regional (state) level and sub-regional (district) level,

as a pre-requisite. This can be done as follows:

• At the national level: AICTE (Academia), NASSCOM/Assocham/CII/FICCI/

FASSI (Industry) and DIPP/NITI Ayog (Government) should be brought together

on a common platform. The national level initiative must have members

from financiers (seed funds/angels/VCs/PEs), large companies (domestic &

MNCs) and tech start-ups, education institutions, mentors, and support

systems (Accelerators/TBIs/Co-working spaces/common proof of concept/

prototype development and product testing centres). The key functions of

this body should be to coordinate and promote the interlinkages and

interactions of various regional innovation ecosystems located across the

country. In addition, it can prescribe policies for inter-firm linkages, industry-

institute interactions, easy and adequate availability of risk and venture

capital, accessing foreign markets, setting up of proof of concept centres/

TBIs in academic and research institutions, favourable regulations for venture

creation, registration, and growth.

• At the state level (in those states where regional entrepreneurial ecosystem

is vibrant or have the potential): State level Technological University (for

example, Visvesvaraiah Technological University in Karnataka) (Academia),

State level Industry and SME Associations (Industry), and Department of IT/

BT and S&T/Directorate of Industries (Government) should be brought

together. The state level initiative must have members from financiers,

large companies, technical and business education institutions, mentors,
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and support systems. The state level coordination committee can give

direction for regional start-up promotion policies, promote ecosystem

components and their interactions, and link the ecosystems within the state

for mutual help.

• At the district level: Engineering Institutions located in district headquarters

(Academia), SMEs and large companies (Industry), and District Industries

Centres (DICs) (Government) should be brought together. The DICs should

act as catalysts to promote industry-institute interactions for the generation

of tech entrepreneurship. Most of these locally generated entrepreneurs

are likely to migrate to the nearby entrepreneurial ecosystem which provides

the much needed market/finance/human resources for nurturing their

stability and growth, and finally enable them to exit. Such entrepreneurial

migrations from neighbouring states or other cities to a vibrant ecosystem

is already evident in the context of Bangalore (Jain, 2017; Krishnachand

and Abraham, 2017). We have learnt similar migrations from Hubli to

Bangalore as well. Ultimately entrepreneurs will only settle down in places

which are closer to their markets, where there is good infrastructure and a

significant talent pool (Menon, 2015).

This strategy covering national, regional and district level initiatives, should be

supplemented by the following steps:

• Identify Tier-I Cities (already emerged) with tech start-up concentration

for strengthening them further as soon as possible: Bangalore, NCR, Mumbai,

Hyderabad, Chennai, and Pune.

• Identify other Tier I and Tier II Cities which have already exhibited promise

for growth, for immediate similar capacity creation (in the next 3 to 5

years): Ahmedabad, Jodhpur, Kolkata, Jaipur, Lucknow and Guwahati.

• Identify other Tier-II Cities for similar capacity creation in the next 5 to 7

years: Kochi, Visakhapatnam, Bhopal.

• Tier-III Cities for future capacity creation (in the next 10 to 15 years): Hubli,

Mangalore, Mysore, Madurai, Coimbatore, Thiruvananthapuram, Amaravathi,

Baroda, Bhubaneshwar, Chandigarh, Nagpur, Kanpur, Jamshedpur and Raipur.

The basic thrust should be on promoting Triple Helix interactions at the grass root

(district) level involving SMEs and engineering Institutions, with DICs as the catalysts

(the primary objective being entrepreneurship generation). Each district should

have links with the nearby tech start-up ecosystems for entrepreneurial nurturing

(emerged locally or in neighboring districts/states). Each tech start-up ecosystem

should have links with the nearby start-up ecosystems for mutual advantage. This

is broadly represented in Figure 7. The implementation of the above strategy can
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have a significant impact on the emergence, stability and sustenance, success and

growth of technology start-ups on an increasing scale in India in the coming decades,

thereby leading to accelerated employment generation, higher national income,

and even exports.

Figure 7: Entrepreneurial Ecosystems for Tech Start-Ups in India:

Summary and Conclusions

Both policy makers and empirical researchers are increasingly focusing on promoting

tech start-ups through strengthening their entrepreneurial ecosystems, across the

globe. India is no exception. Both national and many regional governments have

come out with exclusive policies for promoting tech start-ups and ecosystems.

However, there is hardly any empirical investigation till date to ascertain the

structure and components of an ideal entrepreneurial ecosystem for tech start-

ups, and its role in start-up promotion in different stages of life cycle. Against this

research gap, this paper has made an attempt to define an ideal ecosystem in the

context of India, followed by a description on the ways and means of promoting it.

An ideal entrepreneurial ecosystem, feasible in the Indian context, is defined based

on data gathered through Delphi technique led three-stage interactions with the
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ecosystem stakeholders located in Bangalore and Hyderabad, two of the most

promising start-up hubs in India. An ideal ecosystem is defined to comprise a nucleus

with tech start-up founders and prospective tech start-up founders, surrounded by

two outer layers, with a triple helix base (comprising academia, industry and

government). The first outer layer consists of five indispensable (primary)

components, namely, finance, markets, human resources, support systems, and

mentors. Without these primary factors, an ecosystem may not emerge, even if it

emerges it may not be able to sustain, and even if it sustains, it will not be effective.

The second outer layer consists of two supplementary (secondary) factors, namely,

culture and media. While supportive culture is crucial, it is expected to emerge

spontaneously when the five primary components emerge and support the origin of

tech start-ups. Similarly, media support is expected to grow, along with the growth

of the ecosystem itself. There will be adequate interactions between the primary

and secondary components, with the help of the triple helix, for the benefit and

promotion of the nucleus.

An ideal ecosystem will be effective and productive, only when it supports not only

the birth of tech start-ups but also their stability, success and accelerated growth

as well as their exit, over its life cycle. The nature of finance, market needs and

human resources as well as the role of support systems and mentors would change

from the stage of emergence to the stage of survival and stability, and further to

the stage of success and accelerated growth, eventually leading to their exit in the

form of either merger & acquisition or closure, or as a large company.

The promotion of an ideal entrepreneurial ecosystem is as important as defining it.

Entrepreneurial ecosystems, which are regional in character, have already emerged

across India in many of its Tier I cities, which have a fairly strong presence of triple

helix bases. Further, several promising ecosystems have been identified in the

remaining Tier I cities and some of the Tier II cities, with a presence of triple helix

base. In addition, there are several Tier III cities which have the potential for

promoting triple helix bases, and therefore the ecosystems. A national level

coordination body, duly supported by regional level bodies and sub-regional level

bodies, comprising representatives from the triple helix and primary components

need to be formulated, as a national level strategy for promoting ideal ecosystems

across the country.
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Abstract

Handholding of start-ups through Incubation centers and Technology Parks have proven to

be successful in promoting entrepreneurship and innovation. Government of India is

providing a major thrust to set up more incubation centers in the country and coming out

with several policies like tax holidays, hassle free registration process to facilitate startup

growth. However, many experts have commented that the incubation centers across the

country are degenerating into a real estate play only. A large number of cases have been

observed where successful start-ups operated from outside of the incubation centers.

Following an analysis of the important services needed by start-ups in incubation centers

the paper attempts to identify the gaps in the performance of the services being provided

by the incubation centers. The paper outlines the areas that incubation centers need to

focus on to encourage growth of start-ups being incubated.

Introduction

Business incubation center as a concept has taken off in India in the last two decades.
Various business incubation centers have been set up either by governments or
private entities across the country with an objective to support start-ups. These
incubation centers adopt different approaches for their operation. Incubation models
vary depending on the location, sector, and expertise of the parent organization.
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The Government of India (GoI) through its many departments including Department
of Science and Technology (DST) fosters the growth of start-ups in the country.
Several Science and Technology Entrepreneurship Parks (STEP) were established by
DST in the 1990s to create a vibrant start-up ecosystem. Several other government
agencies like Biotechnology Industry Research Association Council (BIRAC),
Department of Biotechnology (DBT), Technology Development Board (TDB) are
playing pivotal role in contributing towards technology based incubation centers.
DST is also supporting Technology Business Incubators (TBI) across the country with
their funding. Recently, DST, in association with investor groups like Indian Angel
Investors Network, has initiated accelerators.

In India, incubation centers are catering to different sectors. Some of the prominent
sectors are life sciences, biotechnology, ICT and agriculture. It is not possible to
identify one best practice for incubation that applies to all sectors. Different sectors
need different approaches of incubation. In order to derive a suitable incubation
model for the Indian context, the incubation centers first need to be classified into
different categories.

Most of the incubation centers established in business schools support business
innovations and provide excellent service to start-ups in establishing their business,
accessing market, raising funds, defining business strategy, etc. However, they lack
capacity to advice on technical aspects.

IITs and research organizations like NCL i.e. CSIR Laboratories have established
their incubation centers to promote hi-tech start-ups. Science driven technology
incubations require a lot more infrastructure and technical/ scientific mentorship.

Social Entrepreneurship and agri-business based incubation is also catching up.
Their mode of operation, focus area, timeline and technologies are altogether
different.

At present, more than 180 TBIs and TPs1 are operating across the country. Even
though there is festivity with start-ups and incubation centers many experts have
commented that incubation centers across the country are degenerating into a real
estate play only. Often times, start-ups are more successful when operating outside
incubation centers and many comments adversely on the service being provided in
incubation centers. The expectation of start-ups from incubation centers with respect
to certain critical services are often time not well appreciated by incubation centers
which results in creation of real estate alone without any notable services for start-
ups.

In this paper we have attempted an analysis of the services needed by start-ups in

incubation centers. We have also attempted to identify the gaps in the performance

of the services being provided by the incubation centers. The paper outlines the

1 Comprehensive list of incubation centers is available at

http://www.venturecenter.co.in/incubatordb/
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areas that incubation centers need to focus on to encourage growth of start-ups

being incubated.

Literature review

There is no universally accepted definition for Business Incubation Center or Science

Parks or Technology Park or Business/Innovation Park. These terms are used

interchangeably in various contexts. Currie (1985) and Eul (1985) had attempted to

distinguish these entities. MacDonald (1987) opined that these terms are used to

describe “a property-based initiative close to a place of learning and one which

provides high quality units in a pleasant environment”. Other like Lofsten and

Lindelof (2002) opine that “the incubator is an organization, private or public,

which provides resources that enhance the founding of new small business, and are

assumed, directly or indirectly, to support spin-offs, such as new technology-based

firms”.

Over the years, researches have been trying to identify the parameters on which

the performance of an incubation center can be assessed. Chan & Lau (2005) assessed

technology business incubator program in the Science Park, Taiwan and identified 9

criteria that are essential for deriving the performance of incubation centers2.

Methodology

We adopted a case study approach for this study due to the following reasons.

a. Since the study is exploratory in nature, case study approach is likely to

unravel more information on the subject of research.

b. Start-ups and incubation centers do not share quantitative information easily

and hence arriving at conclusion from analysis of sparse quantitative data

will be erroneous.

Case studies are considered as a preferred strategy “when the focus is on a

contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context”- Yin, 2003. Moreover

case study approach is popular and effective in policy research. Following literature

review and desk research of various roles of incubation centers and their presence

across India, a sample of 10 incubation centers was selected. Case studies of all 10

incubation centers surveyed have been developed. Additionally 22 case studies of

start-ups in these incubation centers were also developed. For the sake of brevity,

32 case studies are not elaborated here. The main findings of this research have

been picked from these 32 case studies. This sample was designed after taking into

consideration the following aspects.

• The incubation centers of India can be broadly classified into three categories

as hi-tech, low-tech and social and agri-business incubators. Our sample

includes all type of incubation centers.

2 Identified criteria: Pooling resources, Sharing resources, Consulting/counseling services,

Public image, Networking, Clustering, Geographical proximity, Costing and Funding
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• Incubation centers of India are promoted by several academic/ non-academic

organizations like IIMs, IITs, National research laboratories (CSIR Labs) and

Private organizations. These organizations act as parent bodies of the

incubation center and typically provide infrastructural and administrative

support to their incubatees.

• The selected incubation centers are geographically spread in different

corners of India.

The incubation centers that have been surveyed and case studies developed are:

Table 8: Brief profile of incubation centers under this research

Incubation Promoting Type of Location, Number of Total Focus

Center Organisation & Type incubation Founded on incubatees Area area

(sq ft)

Center for Cellular NCBS; Hi-tech Bangalore 47 20000 Biotechnology,

and Molecular Research Lab 2012 Life Science

Platforms (C-CAMP)

Nadathur S Raghavan IIM-Bangalore; Low-tech Bangalore 59 More ICT, Clean

Center for Management 2002 than Technology,

Entrepreneurial Institute 10000 Embedded

Learning (NSRCEL) Systems

Venture Center NCL; CSIR Lab Hi-tech Pune 179 70000 Health care,

Specialty chemicals &

Nano-materials,

Energy & Environment

Biotechnology IICT; CSIR Lab Hi-tech Hyderabad 15 20000 Biotechnology

Incubation Center 2013

(BTIC)

Center for Innovation IIIT- Hyderabad; Hyderabad More than 25000 Information and

and Technology Low-tech 2008 100 Communications

Entrepreneurship(CIE) Institute Technology (ICT)

Agri-business ICRISAT; Agri- Hyderabad 1218 - Seed ventures,

Incubation (ABI) International business 2002 Biofuel, Farm &

Program Research Agri-biotech

Organisation

Global Incubation JSS Mahavidya- Low-tech Bangalore 63 30000 ICT,Energy

Services (GINSERV) peetha; Private 2010

University

SIDBI Innovation & IIT- Kanpur; Hi-tech Kanpur 53 More

Incubation Center Technology Low-tech 2003 than Technology

(SIIC) Institute 50000

T-hub T-hub; Government Low-tech Hyderabad 500 70000 Agri-tech, Fin-tech

supported 2014 (approx)

incubation center

Villgro Villgro, Private Social Chennai 109 - Healthcare,

2001 Education,

Agribusiness, Energy
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A primary survey was carried out on the above mentioned incubation centers. We

interviewed the critical stakeholders of these incubation centers. The face-to-face

meetings with the incubation managers, incubatees and other competent authorities

of different incubation centers helped to get deep insight about the important

services that are needed by incubatees and the performance of such services

provided by incubation centers.

In order to gain more insights into the quality of services provided by the incubation

centers to their incubatees, an Importance-Performance analysis was also performed.

Initially, a set of business incubation services was identified after discussion with

Incubation managers and key persons of the incubation centers. The services

identified by the team were

Figure 8: List of incubation services

This list was then validated by the stakeholders of the incubation ecosystem. After

the validation, the incubatees were asked to rate the performance of the services

at their incubation centers. The entire plot of importance-performance matrix is

divided into 9 parts. The incubation services plotted in ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’ are

considered as performing well. The services plotted in ‘F’, ‘H’ and ‘I’ need

improvements.
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Figure 9: General description of importance-performance scale

In addition to the survey, a one-day workshop was organized3 to harmonize the

different views emanating from the case studies, involving Policy Makers,

Government Officials, Start-up Founders, Legal and Financial Experts, Venture

Capitalists, Angel Investors, Incubation Manager and Heads of different Incubation

Centers.

Results and Findings

We find that the important services offered by the various categories of incubation

centers are same. Although, the requirements of incubatees of different types i.e.

hi-tech, low-tech and social and agri-business incubator are evidently different

from each other due to their dissimilar nature and areas of works. The following

table shows the importance and performance of incubation services provided by

the incubation centers of various types.

3 This workshop was a part of this research and was organized under the aegis of Department

of Science and Technology (DST) funded ASPIRE project
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Table 9: Importance-Performance matrix of the incubation centers

Sl. Services � Type� Hi-tech Low-tech Social/ Agri-business

No. Imp Per Imp Per Imp Per

1 Shared office and Moderate Moderate High Moderate Low Moderate

administrative services

2 Accounting and Low Low Moderate Low Moderate Low

financial services

3 Shared Specialized High Moderate Moderate Low Moderate Moderate

equipment

4 Hi-speed Internet Moderate High High High Moderate Moderate

connectivity

5 Marketing assistance Moderate Low High Moderate High Low

to access market

6 Business support Moderate Moderate High Moderate High Moderate

(basics)

7 Access to fund (grant, High Low High Moderate High Low

VC, angel investor etc)

8 Access to mentorship High Moderate High Low High Moderate

support

9 Linkages with higher High Low Low Moderate Moderate Moderate

educational institutes

& research laboratories

10 Training on managerial Low Moderate Moderate Low High Low

and legal issues

11 Training on IPR issues High Low Low Low Moderate Low

12 Access to library and High Low Low Low Moderate Low

online journals

N.B.- Imp: Importance; Per: Performance

The above table clearly shows the gaps between importance and performance of

services offered by the incubation centers of various types. To get a closer look to

this matter we plot the incubation services in the following importance-performance

matrix for all the three types of incubation centers under this research.
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High technology incubation centers:

Figure 10: Importance-Performance analysis of

high technology incubation center

As the Figure 10 shows, the high technology incubation centers need to improve

their performance in the following incubation services

• Access to fund (grant, VC, angel investor etc)

• Linkages with higher educational institutes & research laboratories

• Training on IPR issues

• Access to library and online journals

• Marketing assistance to access market

• Access to mentorship support

• Shared Specialised equipment

Among the services mentioned above, the first four are critical as the importance

of the services is considered as “High” and the performance is attributed as “Low”.
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Low technology incubation centers:

Figure 11: Importance-Performance analysis of

low technology incubation centers

According to Figure 11, the service “Access to mentorship” belongs to quadrant ‘I’

and needs to be addressed by the incubation centers and policy makers. The

incubation services falling in the ‘F’ and ‘H’ quadrant also needs improvement.
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Social & Agri-business incubation centers:

Figure 12: Importance-Performance analysis of

social & agri-business incubation center

As the Figure 12 shows, the following services provided by the social/ agri-business

incubation centers are performing poorly (Low) despite of being “High” in

importance.

• Marketing assistance to access market

• Training on managerial and legal issues

• Access to fund (grant, VC, angel investor etc)

It also shows that the following services need to be improved.

• Access to mentorship support

•  Training on IPR issues

• Access to library and online journals

• Accounting and financial services

• Business support (basics)
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Conclusion

As has been elaborated in the study it was observed that for high technology

incubation centers there is a huge gap between the importance of the services and

performance of the incubation centers in providing services like access to fund

(grant, VC, angel investor etc), linkages with higher educational institutes & research

laboratories, training on IPR issues and access to library and online journals. These

gaps need to be addressed by the incubation centers and policy makers. Other

services like marketing assistance to access market, access to mentorship support

and shared specialized equipment, are moderately well but needs to be improved.

For low technology incubation centers, huge gap is observed in providing “Access

to mentorship” to the incubatees with respect to the importance of the service.

The services like shared office and administrative services, marketing assistance to

access market, access to fund (grant, VC, angel investor etc), accounting and

financial services, training on IPR issues and shared specialized equipment are doing

moderately well but needs to be improved.

In the social and agri-business incubation centers, maximum gaps are observed in

services like marketing assistance to access market, training on managerial and

legal issues and Access to fund (grant, VC, angel investor etc). Other than these

services, the performance of the services like accounting and financial services,

training on IPR issues, access to library and online journals, access to mentorship

support and Business support (basics) services is to be improved. Hence, the

incubation centers need to focus more on these issues.

Overall, it seems that in many cases the focus of the incubation centers is misplaced

and the incubation centers end up giving high priority to certain services which are

only of moderate or low importance while the focus should be more on to the other

important incubation services. Clearly there is a need for greater communication

between the stakeholders and greater accountability for the incubation centers in

order to address the issues related to performances of services to ensure unhindered

growth of innovation in the start-ups.

In addition to the internal factors (incubation services), there are many external

factors hindering the growth of the start-ups in India which have not been listed in

the paper. Many of these external factors also contribute significantly and at times

are more critical to the success of the start-ups.

The government perhaps needs to look at an asymmetric ways of promoting start-

ups in the country in addition to promoting incubation centers. However, as has

been elaborated in the paper the incubation centers need to be more than just real

estate providers to the start-ups and need to be invested in the success of the

start-ups for their growth. For this, the government and the incubation centers
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need to plug the loopholes and the gaps in the services and take ownership to stay

invested in the success of the start-ups.
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Role of STI in MSME Development

Abstract

Worldwide, micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) have been recognised as engines

of economic growth. These MSMEs have been instrumental in generating large-scale

employment; contributing towards rise in incomes of labour and returns to capital;

promoting regional development; and touching the lives of the most vulnerable and

marginalised sections, such as women, backward communities and minorities. This paper

explains the role of STI in MSME development.

Introduction

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) sector has emerged as a highly vibrant

sector of the Indian economy over the last six decades. MSMEs are also

complementary to large industries as ancillary units and this sector contributes

enormously to the socio-economic development of the country including the national

missions like Make in India and Swachh Bharat.

There are 48 million MSMEs in India comprising of 15.5 million enterprises engaged

in manufacturing, whereas 33.2 million enterprises are engaged in the services

sector. A majority of these i.e. 21.3 million are micro enterprises. The total GDP

contribution of MSMEs was a mammoth 37.54 % in the financial year 2012-13

(Manufacturing enterprises contributing 7.04% and services 30.50%). This article

focuses on the manufacturing MSMEs and the challenges faced by them. The MSME

sector provides employment to an estimated number of 100 million people. The

MSME sector is the second largest employer in India after agriculture and is considered

as a critical vehicle to achieve the ‘Inclusive Growth’ vision envisaged in the 12th

Plan (Annual Report 2014-15 Ministry of MSME).

The MSMEs are spread across various sectors contributing towards economic

development. However, the economic significance of all the sectors is not equal

and to list out the significant sectors, one needs to look into the sector’s contribution

to employment, output, exports and total number of units. Based on the Annual
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Survey of Industries (ASI) data for 2005–06, there are 23 sectors ranked according

to their contribution to employment, output and total number of units. The top

few sectors of significance are Food Products & Beverages, Textiles, Wearing apparel,

fabricated metal products and basic metals among others. (FMC-GIZ-IICA)

Role of STI in MSME development in India

Technology adoption is a catalyst not only for growth among India’s micro, small

and medium enterprises (MSMEs), but for the growth of the Indian economy as a

whole. Many stakeholders, including the Government of India, technology companies

and MSME leaders, recognise that roadblocks relating to infrastructure, technology

and skilled labour must be eliminated to sustain the growth of MSMEs and ensure

their continued contribution to India’s industrial production, economic growth and

employment. The most significant and critical problems faced by the micro, small

and medium enterprises (MSME) in the country is the fact that a majority of them

are still running on highly outmoded technologies and are operating at uneconomic

scales of production. A study conducted by FMC “Analysis of Factors for Employment

in MSME Clusters” among 46 clusters suggested that at a macro level the factors

that have contributed significantly to jobless growth in clusters, in the order of

their importance are access to technology (28%), market (20%), raw material (20%),

pollution and working conditions (20%) and infrastructure bottlenecks (11%). (FMC)

The technological requirements of MSMEs are basic and in most cases these

technologies already exist. The problem is that these technologies have a weak

proliferation among MSMEs and only isolated few of them have adopted them and

gained fruits there from. There are certain barriers which stop an automatic

proliferation although tested and proven business case exists.

Figure 13: Barriers to automatic proliferation
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Unless diffused, innovations have little impacts on the economy or society. Diffusion

is, however, easier defined than achieved. Energy-efficient technologies are a good

case in point. They are acknowledged as leading to better air quality, reduced GHG

emissions, cost savings and increased energy security, yet for over three decades

many were not adopted.

Among the earliest to introduce an interdisciplinary Diffusion of Innovation (DOI)

theory was Everett Rogers in 1962. Rogers (2003) estimates that between 49% and

87% of the variance in adoption rate can be attributed to five groups of variables

such as attributes of the innovation,  communication channel used, i.e., mass media

or face-to-face, characteristics of the social system, i.e., norms, degree of network

interconnectedness, collective or individualistic, extent of the promotion effort

and type of innovation decision, whether made by an individual, by the entire

system collectively or by a few individuals. Rogers emphasized the adopter’s

willingness to take risks. Adoption of innovation does not happen simultaneously in

a social system; rather it is a process whereby some people are more apt to adopt

the innovation than others. Researchers have found that people who adopt an

innovation early have different characteristics than people who adopt an innovation

later. When promoting an innovation to a target population, it is important to

understand the characteristics of the target population that will help or hinder

adoption of the innovation. There are five established adopter categories, and

while the majority of the general population tends to fall in the middle categories,

it is still necessary to understand the characteristics of the target population. When

promoting an innovation, there are different strategies used to appeal to the

different adopter categories.

Figure 14.
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Amongst the significant sectors identified Basic Metals is a very wide sector among

large & small enterprises and foundry is one of its sub-sectors. A foundry is a

factory that produces metal castings. Metals are cast into shapes by melting them

into a liquid, pouring the metal in a mold, and removing the mold material or

casting after the metal has solidified as it cools. The most common metals proc-

essed are aluminum and cast iron. However, other metals, such as bronze, brass,

steel, magnesium, and zinc, are also used to produce castings in foundries. There

are around 5,500 foundry enterprises in India, 90% of them being micro and small

enterprises producing grey iron castings. These foundries which use coke based

cupola furnaces produce 60% of the entire production of castings in India. Other

type of foundries and their differences in terms of products, markets etc? Foundry

enterprises are clustered in 47 urban locations comprising 30-500 enterprises each.

India ranks third in the world as a producer of castings with an estimated produc-

tion of 10 million MTs of various grades of castings. The example mentioned here

speaks about the technology needs of these 90% of the foundries.

Several iron and steel foundries still run on old technologies that are inefficient

and make the production polluting and uncompetitive. Most small foundry owners

have inherited their units and run them in a traditional manner, with little or no

fresh investments in modernizing the production processes or in improvements in

the management functions. Unless the technologies in the MSME foundries are up-

graded they cannot become competitive and they cannot diversify in to the

production of high quality products which are in demand in the market.

British Cast Iron Research Association, a United Kingdom based organization had

developed an improved technology to address the technology needs of foundries in

UK approximately five decades ago. This technology is called Double Blast Cupola

(DBC) and is proven to optimize the supply of air to burn the coke used for melting

iron. DBC results in reduced coke usage by an average 25% or more, hence, positively

impacting the environment.

This technology which was brought to India by TERI a national resource organization

(NGO) 1994 with funding from Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC).

Consistent with innovation diffusion model, local capacity to fabricate, install,

commission and maintain the technology had to be developed (al, Int. J. Innovation

and Sustainable Development,, 2008).  A total of 129 TERI-DBC units were installed

in 78 foundries with the direct support from the project between 1998 – 2013

against an estimated no of 5000 foundries in India. These firms are spread throughout

India, with three distinct regions centred on Howrah in the east (20 firms installed

33 DBCs), Rajkot in the west (39 firms installed 63 DBCs) and Coimbatore in the

south (15 firms installed 29 DBCs). Four firms outside these regions installed four

DBCs.
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Figure 15

Source (Vaidyanathan, 2015)

A cluster approach based programme called “Promoting innovation clusters” (PIC)

was initiated by Department of Science and Technology, Government of India. It

was initiated with a vision to promote collective research, development and

commercialization among MSMEs in clusters, in order to promote production of

high value goods and services using the innovation route. Interventions were made

in a) Foundry Sector: 3 Clusters b) ICT Sector: one cluster c) Pharmaceuticals & Life

Sciences Sector: 2 clusters. Three foundry industry clusters of Samalkha, Faridabad

and Kaithal (all in the state of Haryana) were intervened with wherein a total of

100 foundries were helped in adopting this technology. This project also lead to

preparation of a methodology document called as ‘Guidebook for Promoting

Innovation in Clusters’. The guidebook was derived from the learning from the

outcomes of the interventions in the above mentioned clusters. A national cluster

observatory www.clusterobservatory.in launched by the Minister of MSMEs with

intensive information about 4000 clusters, 250 cluster initiatives, public schemes

of assistance and institutions engaged in cluster initiatives was also prepared

There are several such initiatives undertaken over 15 years to address the problem

that yielded some very positive results in different regions of the country. Institutes

like Punjab State Council for Science and Technology (PSCST) have worked towards

design of energy efficient cupola furnaces for foundries. Demonstration units of

such furnaces were set up in Punjab and Haryana. Also influenced the implementation

of mandatory pollution control equipment to be used on cupolas. Similarly MSME-

TDC Agra assisted in the development of suitable technology for the use of CNG in

the foundries apart from developing the specific products in the area of casting

and forging in the wake of Taj Trapezium ruling from Supreme Court. These efforts

are valuable but small and limited to their areas. There are many other such

initiatives but the total interventions did not reach more than 200 (excluding the
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interventions done by TERI during 1998-2013) foundries out of the total 5500. The

need however was to scale up the implementation levels in a relatively short period

of time, particularly in those areas that had been left untouched from technology

diffusion so far.

This lead to a group of 6 institutions with the Foundation for MSME Clusters (FMC) in

the lead undertaking a European Union funded project “Scaling Up Sustainable

Development of MSME Clusters”in foundry clusters located in Ludhiana-Jalandhar,

Phagwara and Amritsar-Batala in Punjab; Jaipur- Ajmer cluster in Rajasthan and

Howrah cluster in West Bengal. The entire project scope covers 1100 foundry MSMEs

approximately making the number that can be potentially influenced huge covering

almost 20% of the entire foundry sub-sector in the country. The project demonstrates

scaled up replication of not only energy efficient technology diffusions but also

adoption of occupational health & safety practices, inducing change through

measurement and sustainable financing among similar enterprises co-located in

clusters. An audio visual documentary has been prepared to showcase the

methodology of the interventions made through this project and is available on

www.fmc.org.in

The Project has focused on facilitating structural changes within at least 500 foundry

enterprises directly and influencing other 600 enterprises indirectly. These

enterprises, among other things, have benefitted from the introduction and adoption

of improved indigenously available technology called Divided Blast Cupola (DBC).

Simple operational method changes with practically no new investments or small

retro-fitting changes with little additional capital costs also have a lot of scope for

energy efficiency and consequential pollution reduction in the MSME sector.

Figure 16: Cumulative Number of Enterprises

Intervened for Technology Diffusion

Note: The figures for the year 2015-16 are projected
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The implementation of the project led us to some learning that make us understand

how technology diffusions can be implemented in MSMEs. These learning and the

methodology that resonates out of them are in line with the Rogers Model cited

above.

Learning and Policy Implications

Often, MSMEs producing a range of similar or same products are found to co-exist in

typical geographical locations for decades and even centuries in many countries.

This phenomenon is referred to as clustering of MSMEs. The phenomenon of enterprise

clustering is prevalent both in economically developed and developing countries.

Geographical proximity of enterprises may give rise to specialised labour, nurture

subsidiary industries, stimulate innovations, enable technological spill overs and

make economic & non-economic inter-firm linkages feasible. Most MSMEs even though

co-located geographically, are not well versed with the process of appropriate

technology identification & its transfer. Consequentially, the proliferation of

technology among MSMEs is therefore not automatic and self-replicating. It is

important to identify firms with similar needs and create a network of like-minded

enterprises in line with Rogers Model. This calls for a strong role of Science &

Technology institutions to identify, customise and propagate technologies among

MSMEs.

Not all clusters have equal scope for change: However, the scope for technology

improvement varies significantly across different clusters thus requiring customized

approach for every cluster even if is in the same sector. Moreover, every enterprise

requires customization of solutions suiting to its specific requirements of the varieties

of raw materials & fuel used, output flow required, quality specifications of output,

size of equipment used, age of existing equipment to be replaced etc.

Cost of improved technology is a significant barrier: Micro and small businesses

need to be convinced about the return on investment in technology adoption where

the payback period should rather be short. We learnt that the economics of change

in the short term is the main driver for the owner. Low investment options with

higher gains in the short run are preferred and therefore more readily accepted. If

it leads to downscaling of best available technology in the market, let it be.

Change in operational practices & retrofitting is a bigger factor of change than

equipment: Technology adoption must be easier, more affordable, and

implementable from a local perspective. Adoption of simple operational method

changes may have more scope for energy efficiency when compared to capital

intensive equipment change. The role of local equipment providers, supervisors

and operational staff handling machines and materials therefore becomes

significantly important and ignored or less highlighted while providing technical
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inputs. Moreover, affordable business solutions such as easy instalments, credit

options and pay-as-you-go options can provide sustainable solutions toward

addressing cost concerns.

Seeing is believing and relying on key opinion makers for replication: Science &

Technology institutions may rely heavily on the technical knowledge and surveys

propagated through literature, seminars and workshops to influence enterprise

owners to adopt changes. The project relied heavily on exposure visits to successful

examples, preferably in nearby locations as the best form of awareness creation

and confidence generation among potential change adopters. A positive word from

local trusted industry leader, equipment provider, a production supervisor or a

local consultant was more effective than seminars, books and other formal

promotional material put together. It is therefore important for the project to

invest into building trust with select key stakeholders, right from the start and

thereafter seek their active support to propagate the change. The rate of adoption

of change will therefore be slow initially and then pick up fast, following an S-

shape curve (Rogers model) leading to maturity levels, if the other factors of

technology, practices and investments are right.

To conclude, the role of science & technology institutions becomes more

encompassing beyond identification and propagation of best technologies.

Technology mapping and their assessment about suitability for a range of MSMEs to

provide best available technology becomes first important step. The MSMEs may be

aware of the symptoms but not solutions and their source. It is therefore important

to help them become aware and build confidence about their suitability for adoption

in customised way. Literature points to the fact that S&T communities do not have

sufficient outreach to industries. The increased outreach necessarily involves

identification of equipment suppliers and local service providers, negotiations for

technical adaptability and provision of technical handholding support for transfer

process. Enterprises do need support for non-technology areas also such as financial

linkages, training of labour and motivation of supervisors. Linkages between local

providers & seekers therefore become important particularly for the micro

enterprises as the target segment. Finally, marketing of solutions is a major challenge

for S&T communities where business case for technology gets sold and not the

technology. The content of communication and the channels for the same are both

critical therefore. If this sounds too challenging, the science & technology institutions

should network with institutions that can manage the non-technical parts of the

process for diffusion and scaling up.

Way forward:

Foundry is one sub-sector and a good example for technology diffusion, but

implementation framework and the methodology can be used in various other sectors
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and sub-sectors such as dyeing, rubber, plastics, paper and electroplating where

MSMEs are present in large numbers and have significant socio-economic and

environmental implications that come in the way of Make in India goal of the Govt.

of India. The role of STIs becomes very important for a comprehensive technological

development of the entire MSME sector. Two examples of brick kilns and dyeing

sub-sectors will help illustrate the same.

The ubiquitous brick industry in India comprises of over 100,000 kilns spread all

over, thanks to the growing construction industry. Together, this sub-sector utilizes

25 million tons of coal annually, to produce 150-200 billion bricks employing about

10 million workers (Greentech knowledge solutions pvt. ltd, 2012). The practice of

brick manufacturing in kilns dates back centuries and has not seen significant

technical advances in India. The level of mechanization is low and the process

involves manual and inefficient methods of clay preparation, hand moulding and

firing, and causes environmental pollution due to the crude production process.

With increasing urbanization and construction taking place in the country,

degradation of good quality top soil, amounting to about 400 million m3, is a downside

of this process (TERI and PSCST, 2015). However, there are researched improvisations

in current designs, as well as designs of brick kilns in other countries that are

better than existing techniques and therefore can potentially be replicated in

domestic kilns with suitable adaptations. The brick technology in India varies from

region to region and depends generally on scale of production, soil and fuel available.

Product demand, market conditions and enforcement of pollution related laws are

other influencing factors.

Fixed Chimney Bull’s Trench Kiln (FCBTK) is the most common design found in brick

kilns in India at present. About 65-70% of brick production takes place in Indo-

Gangetic plains consisting of north and north-eastern parts of India comprising the

states of Assam, Bihar, Haryana, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal using Bull’s

Trench Kiln (BTK) technology with fixed chimney. (PSCST, 2000), (Greentech

knowledge solutions pvt. ltd., 2013). Currently in India, Vertical Shaft Brick Kiln

(VSBK) and high-draft brick kiln (HDK) are relatively more energy efficient

technologies. HDK is now available since more than 40 years since it was introduced

in India in 1970s by Central Building Research Institute (CBRI) (Greentech Knowledge

Solutions Pvt Ltd, 2014); it helps improve the productivity and quality of bricks but

there are merely about 1000 high draught brick kilns in India, and most of these are

present in eastern India, particularly in West Bengal (Greentech knowledge solutions

pvt. ltd., 2013). There have been several useful initiatives undertaken by TERI,

PSCST, National Productivity Council and Development Alternatives for awareness

creation, technology identification, technology development and transfer. There is

still a lot of scope to take it forward for scaling up, a void that must be filled up by

science & technology institutions.
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Another example is that of a garment dyeing sub-sector that is at the core of

textile & ready-made garments sector. Textile industry contributes a substantial

14% to the total industrial production in India and comprises 10,000 garment

manufacturers, and 2100 bleaching and dyeing industries in the country.  The textile

industry is largely concentrated in clusters with 80% of country’s total textiles being

produced by 70 textile clusters, majority of which are present in Tirupur and Karur

in Tamil Nadu, Ludhiana in Punjab and Surat in Gujarat (Centre for Environmental

Technology Development Demonstration and Dissemination (CETeDDD), 2014)

This sub-sector has been facing severe challenges in the last two decades due to

discharge of dyes and chemicals in the liquid effluents and sludge disposal in the

solid waste segment. Textile manufacturing is among the major industrial water

users (Centre for Environmental Technology Development Demonstration and

Dissemination (CETeDDD), 2014). The amount of water used for every kilogram of

fabric can go up to 200 litres thus putting severe strain on the available under-

ground water resources (Centre for Environmental Technology Development

Demonstration and Dissemination (CETeDDD), 2014). Out of this, 45% of total waste

water is from pre-treatment while 50-55% waste water is accounted for by finishing

process (Centre for Environmental Technology Development Demonstration and

Dissemination (CETeDDD), 2014). Textile industry also uses significantly large

quantities of chemicals and energy causing considerable amount of pollution

environmental impact. There is a range of technology options available that help

reduce not only the usage of dyes & chemicals but also the amount of water used.

These technologies range from indigenously developed to imported ones from China,

Brazil, Italy and Switzerland. Some of these technologies also help reduce the energy

usage by recycling hot water and thus resulting into direct savings with pay back

periods from one to five years. Many of the individual and common effluent treatment

plants are either dysfunctional or let the effluents pass into drains and municipal

treatment plants through connivance.

Soft flow machines are considered to be better than the conventional winch machines

but used by only a few bigger enterprises that are more conscious about its economic

benefits and environmental implications. Basic practices of measuring dyes before

mixing in water can help ensure zero investment options that can bring significant

gains for enterprises but are not being followed, thanks to lack of awareness among

owners and untrained workers responsible. Within Ludhiana, a major cluster in the

northern India has about 250 dyeing enterprises and it is estimated that not more

than 20 of them currently use improved technology and practices.  In a study carried

out by FMC, it is reported that one soft-flow machine is capable of producing the

same volume as traditional winch dyeing machine with 50 percent less water than

the winch process and results in 40 percent lesser levels of TDS in the effluents

produced ( (Institute of Applied Manpower Research), 2013). Therefore, the industrial
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estates already in existence and those that are in the making can be so designed

and retrofitted to ensure resource optimisation and economies of scale for treatment

of effluents discharged by several small enterprises.

There are five immediate areas of intervention that can be undertaken in the sub-

sector. The first one relates to water recovery which is low cost option with pay

back in less than one year. Second, the conventional machines should be replaced

in favour of those that have smaller liquor ratio with payback period ranging from

2-7 years. Third, better quality chemicals should be used for reduced usage, thus

improving environmental damage. Fourth, AC motors with drives should be used in

place of DC motors with pay back of about 2 years. Fifth, IT applications should be

used to measure resource usage and continuously identify areas of improvement in

the process.

Many of these areas, besides calling for investment, also require skill upgradation

of the workers and supervisors. This call for an outreach system that helps connect

science & technology institutions with a large number of small enterprises and to

network the enterprises with each other to harness the options available.
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Growth Challenges of High-Tech Start-Ups

Abstract

A large proportion of start-ups fail or cease to grow due to poor execution of business

functions. For fructifying the agenda of economic growth through creation of new

enterprises, it is important that a decent number of HTFs emerge. However, besides efforts

to promote start-ups in general and hi-tech new enterprises in particular, an enabling

environment would be necessary to assure that the enterprises mature, grow and become

sustainable in the long run. Against this backdrop, with due importance to smooth execution

of business as a precursor of growth, this study, based on responses of 48 entrepreneurs

running hi-tech firms (HTFs) in start-up stage, highlights the challenges faced by them in

smooth operations and execution of growth plans.

Introduction

Start-ups are important source of employment generation and economic

development of a nation. Furthermore, these firms contribute to market dynamism

through increased competition and promote innovation (Weins and Jackson, 2015).

Despite strong demographic advantage and technical base the creation of new

enterprises was marred, for long, due to lack of facilitating conditions. The Prime

Minister, in his Independence Day speech in 2015 announced a new initiative ‘Start-

up India, Stand up India’ to promote entrepreneurship. Subsequently, exhibiting a

strong commitment to facilitate large-scale emergence of start-ups, on January

16, 2016, the Prime Minister announced a 19-point action plan.  Through this plan

the government has abolished various procedural barriers and announced financial

support for promoting entrepreneurship.

Though exports from India are growing, the share of high technology products in

exports has not been significant.  Creation of hi-tech, knowledge-based enterprises

is becoming increasingly important to get a bigger pie from the international market

through high-value products.  It is also important to note that strong measures

have been taken by China and South Korea for boosting innovative, hi-technology
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entrepreneurship for overcoming the middle-income trap by enhancing high value

exports (OECD, 2014).

A large proportion of start-ups fail or cease to grow due to poor execution of business

functions. Curtain (2003) highlights difficulties in enterprise development owing to

dependence on many supporting components at various stages viz. initiation,

successful execution and growth. For fructifying the agenda of economic growth

through creation of new enterprises, it is important that a decent number of HTFs

emerge. However, besides efforts to promote start-ups in general and hi-tech new

enterprises in particular, an enabling environment would be necessary to assure

that the enterprises mature, grow and become sustainable in the long run.

Against this backdrop, with due importance to smooth execution of business as a

precursor of growth, this study, based on responses of 48 entrepreneurs running hi-

tech firms (HTFs) in start-up stage, highlights the challenges faced by them  in

smooth operations and execution of growth plans.

All HTFs included are less than 5 years old, spread across 10 states and associated

with industry sectors viz. ICT (48%), Food Processing (19%), Engineering (13%),

Healthcare (8%) and others (Plastic, Research, Chemicals etc.) 12%.

Database and Methods

This study is based on primary data of 48 hi-tech start-ups from four regions of the

country viz. East West North and South; drawn from a large-scale study of Indian

hi-tech entrepreneurs, conducted during November 2014 and February 2015 using

a structured schedule.

Data related to background information, drivers of choosing entrepreneurship as a

career, various problems faced in smooth conduct of operations and in executing

growth plans; along with suggestions to overcome these problems have been used.

Qualitative data were classified into meaningful categories using content analysis.

Descriptive statistics like percentages and averages have been used for analysis.

Percentages in questions with multiple responses have been reported with

respondents as base and hence the total may exceed 100%.

Profile of Hi-tech Entrepreneurs

Table 10 shows that majority of the entrepreneurs are males (90%), below 40 years

of age (71%), have a degree in engineering/science (65%), come from families in

occupation other than business (65%).  Seventy one per cent report their family

income at the time of starting business to be below Rupees 1 million/ annum.

Approximately, 60% units are located in southern region whereas the remaining are

more or less evenly distributed in the other three regions of the country. More than

79% are private limited entities. Nearly 81% entrepreneurs report that they had
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difficulty in managing funds at the initial stage of their entrepreneurial journey.

Almost 31% of the units are involved in exporting their products/services. Drive for

innovation (18%), passion to create wealth (17%), being one’s own boss (25%) and

better prospects than job (50%) emerge as major drivers for selecting

entrepreneurship as a career option.

It is observed from Table 11 that majority of the units after a modest beginning

have grown reasonably in terms of investment, turnover and employment. These

firms currently portray an average of 11 employees and an average investment of

Rs. 6.9 million.  Fifty per cent of the entrepreneurs affirmed that their market

share has increased over time.

Table 10: Profile of High-tech Entrepreneurs

Region Percentage Gender Percentage

East 12.5 Males 90.0

West 12.5 Females 10.0

North 14.6 n 48

South 60.4

n 48

Education Percentage Age Group Percentage

Bachelor in Eng./Sci. 48.0 20 - 29  41.7

Masters in Eng./Sci. 16.7 30 - 39 29.2

Masters in Management 10.4 40 - 49 18.7

Ph.D. 10.4 50 & more 10.4

Others 14.5 n 48

n 48

Family Background Percentage Average Family Income at Percentage

Inception

Service 54.2 < 5 Lakh 33.3

Business 35.4 5 - 10 Lakh 37.5

Agriculture 10.4 10 - 20 Lakh 12.5

n 48 more than 20 lakh 16.7

n 48

Age of Enterprise Percentage Type of Ownership Percentage

< 2 years 14.6 Proprietary 10.4

2 – 4.9 years 85.4 Partnership 10.4

n 48 Private Limited 79.2

n 48
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Difficulty in Managing Percentage Reasons for Selecting Percentage

Funds Initially? Entrepreneurship as Career**

Yes 81.3 Driver For Innovation 17.9

No 18.7 Being Own Boss 25.0

n 48 Passion to Create Wealth 17.8

Do You Export? Percentage Better Prospects than Job 50

Yes 31.2 n 48

No 68.8 ** Multiple Responses

N 48

Table 11: Initial and Current Investment, Turnover and Employment

Investment Class (Rupees) Initial Investment % Current  Investment %

< 25 lakh 72.9 55.3

25 – 50 lakh 10.4 19.1

50 – 1 crore 8.3 12.8

1 – 5 crore 8.3 12.7

>5crore

n 48 47

Turnover Class (Rupees) Initial Turnover % Current Turnover %

< 25 lakh 83.7 62.8

25 – 50 lakh 9.3 16.3

50 – 1 crore 7.0 11.6

1 crore – 5 crore 9.3

>5 crore

n 43 43

Employment Class Initial Employment % Current Employment %

< 5 51.2 33.3

5 – 9 36.6 33.3

10 – 24 12.2 19.0

25 – 49 11.9

50 + 2.4

n 48 42
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Problems Related to Smooth Execution and Growth of Business

Considering importance of operational problems faced by ICT entrepreneurs, this

section highlights problems hampering general operations besides specific issues

related to marketing, exports etc. faced by ICT entrepreneurs.

Operational Issues

Operational issues hamper stabilization, a stage precursor to growth. The key

operational challenges bothering hi-tech entrepreneurs are given in Table 12. It is

observed that Issues related to skilled manpower (29%), Infrastructure constraints

(15%), and delay in payment recovery (13%) prominently hamper smooth operations.

While eighteen percent entrepreneurs report issues related to marketing, raw

material availability etc. clubbed in “others” category, only 8% report regulatory

issues to be an obstruction.  Barely 33% of these start-ups report that they have no

problem related to smooth operations.

Table 12: Operational Challenges Faced by Hi-tech Startups

Issues %

Issues Related to Skilled Manpower 29%

Space/Infrastructure constraints 15%

Getting Payment on Time 13%

Regulatory Issues 8%

Others (Marketing, Raw Material etc.) 18%

No Problem 33 %

(%ages may not add to 100 due to multiple responses)

Hurdles in Enhancing Market

The top three hurdles faced by start-ups in enhancing their market are listed in

Table 13 . It is seen that majority of the start-ups (66%) are constrained in this

regard due to high cost of entering new market. Regulatory requirements and

domination of established players as factors hampering expansion of their market

have been reported by 29% respondents.
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Table 13: Hurdles Faced by Hi-tech Startups in Enhancing Market Reach

Hurdles %

High Cost of Entering New Market 66%

Regulatory Requirements 29%

Domination of Established Player 29%

(%ages may not add to 100 due to multiple responses)

Problems in Exporting Products

Almost one-third of these young enterprises are involved in exports. The key problems

faced by exporting firms comprise problems related to logistics (45%), inadequate

marketing and branding ability (22%). The two options reported by eleven per cent

entrepreneurs are government procedures and lack of understanding of rules and

regulations in different countries. Around 11% entrepreneurs mentioned that they

have no problem in exports (see Table 14).

Table 14: Problems Faced by Hi-tech Startups in Exports

Problems %

Logistic issues 45%

Lack of Marketing and Branding Capability 22%

Government Procedures 11%

Rules and Regulations in different Countries 11%

No Problem 11%

(%ages may not add to 100 due to multiple responses)

Constraints related to Finance

Table 15 lists various problems related to finance reported by hi-tech entrepreneurs.

Working capital shortage owing to delay in payment recovery (45%), knowledge

based products in-progress or in finished state are not treated at par with financeable

physical assets (45%), reluctance of banks to give operating finance/ funds against

orders (29%) are the major issues related to finance faced by hi-tech firms.
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Table 15: Problems Related to Finance Faced by Hi-tech Startups

Problems %

Working Capitals Problems 45%

Getting Finance on Knowledge based Products 45%

Banks do not Lend against Orders 29%

(%ages may not add to 100 due to multiple responses)

Problems faced by HTFs in Recent Past

The major problems faced by HTFs in recent past, as listed in Table 16, are being

innovative in terms of product offerings (73%), containing cost (49%) and improving

customer experience (45%).

Table 16: Major Challenges Faced by HTFs in Recent Past

Challenges %

Product Innovation 73%

Cost Containment 49%

Improve Customer Experience 45%

(%ages may not add to 100 due to multiple responses)

Challenges in Executing Immediate Growth Plans

Two-third of these young enterprises have growth plans in near future. Major

challenges in this regard are inability of venture capitalists/ banks in evaluating

worth of products (57%), dearth of skilled workforce (43%) and regulatory issues

(20%).

Table 17: Major Challenges in Executing Immediate Growth Plans

Challenges %

Inability of Venture Capitalists/ Banks in evaluating  worth of our products 57%

Lack of Skilled Workforce /Talent Acquisition 43%

Regulatory Issues 20%

(%ages may not add to 100 due to multiple responses)

Suggestions for large-scale emergence of Hi-tech start-ups:

Suggestions related to interventions required for large-scale emergence and growth

of HTF firms were also collected from these entrepreneurs (see Table 18).
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Table 18: Top 3 Suggestions for large-scale Emergence of Startups

Recommendations %

Relaxation in Rules for Funding Startups 38%

Govt./Banks Should Revise their appraisal criteria – 35%

Accept Knowledge as Asset

Academic Institutions should address problem related to 31%

shortage of skilled manpower

(%ages may not add to 100 due to multiple responses)

Thirty eight per cent respondents recommend need of relaxing or rules of funding

start-up. A little more than 35% recommend development of valuation system for

knowledge assets. Thirty one per cent entrepreneurs recommend that educational

institutes should produce industry ready individuals.

Recommendations

In light of the findings of the survey, recommendations for facilitating smooth

operations and growth of hi-tech start-ups are:

I. A web portal dedicated to product and process innovations carried out by

established firms in different industries should be created to inspire and facilitate

hi-tech start-ups.

II. Financial incentives should be given to promote R&D and commercialization of

research outcomes. This would encourage continuing innovation, and would

result in product improvement and differentiation required for efficiency and

growth.

III. Government and banks should create a ‘Hi-Technology Start-up Growth Fund’,

for financial needs in stabilization and growth phases of the hi-tech ventures.

IV. Financial Institutions should revise their project appraisal methodology for

appropriate valuation of hi-tech, knowledge products. Also loan should be

provided against orders to HTFs as in case of traditional firms

V. Academic Institutions should improve engagement and professional interactions

with industry. Courses should be aligned to requirements of the HTFs for

developing and training industry ready human resources

VI. Government should open industry specific ITIs and focus sectoral hi-technology

training.

VII. Government and Industry associations should create a formal mechanism by

forming a technology and management expert group that can facilitate hi-tech

start-ups with supply-chain and marketing issues important for their growth

and exports
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Abstract

China’s rise as a major economic power is attributed to its strategic push on manufacturing.

Even as China surpassed the USA to be the leader of the manufacturing sector, India’s

performance in this sector is abysmally low. Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) helped

China make phenomenal strides in this sector. This paper looks in to the STI perspective of

China as a facilitator of manufacturing and lessons that can strengthen India’s MII initiative.

Introduction

The Prime Minister of India announced the ‘Make in India’ (MII) initiative on 25

September, 2014. The programme includes major new initiatives to facilitate

investment, foster innovation, protect intellectual property and build best-in-class

manufacturing infrastructure1. The new measures include easing out the procedures,

reducing the complexities and enhancing speed and transparency in doing business

besides strengthening an IT-enabled new manufacturing infrastructure including

the creation of clusters, industrial corridors and smart cities. There is also a focus

on sectors such as automobiles, automotive components, chemicals, biotechnology,

pharmaceuticals, information technology, railways, renewable energy, etc. The MII

initiative has come at a time when the performance of Indian manufacturing is in

dire need of strengthening. Manufacturing contributed only 17% of India’s Gross

Domestic product (GDP) in comparison to services at 51.3 % in 20132.

The rise of China as a major economic power within a time span of around three

decades is phenomenal and has been attributed to its strategic push on

manufacturing. It has toppled US from its first place and leads the world in

manufacturing supremacy. The share of China in world manufacturing was 23.2 %

followed by the US with 17.2 % in 20133. India’s contribution to world manufacturing

* Chief Scientist, CSIR-National Institute of Science Technology and Development Studies

** Chief Scientist, CSIR-National Institute of Science Technology and Development Studies

1 www.makeinindia.com/policy/new-initiatives

2 data.worldbank.org

3 World Macroeconomic Research, 2013 (http://kushnirs.org)
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was a mere 2 % in the same year. China leads in indices related to manufacturing

competitiveness, competitive industrial performance, global manufacturing

competitiveness besides several others (Mrinalini, et al., 2015).

While on one hand China has amassed significant capabilities in manufacturing in

the last two decades, it has also developed significant capabilities in several areas

of science, technology, and innovation on the other. China has not only boosted

investments in S&T but has also taken steps to build its National Innovation System.

The emergence of China as an economic power based on manufacturing therefore

raises an important question on the role of Science, Technology and Innovation

(STI) in accomplishing this.

India’s position in competition, innovation in Knowledge application

The comparative rankings of India and China over Global Innovation Index4 (GII),

Global Competitive Index5 (GCI),Competitive Industrial Performance Rank6, Country

Manufacturing Competitiveness index7 (CMCI), and Knowledge Economy Index8 (KEI)

can be seen in Figure 17. In the Global Competitive Index, which compares countries

in terms of their potential for growth, India has gone down in rank from 56 in 2003-

04 to 71 in 2014-15 against China’s rise from 44 to 28. The Global Innovation Index

(GII), which is a measure of the suitability of conditions in an economy to sustain

innovation, has ranked China at 29th position in 2014. The GII on the other hand in

case of India has gone down from 23 to 76. The Competitive Industrial Performance

Index, which is an index that measures the ability of countries to produce and

export manufactured goods competitively, has ranked China at 5th rank against

India at 44th rank. The manufacturing comparison through CMCI ranks China at number

1 and India at 4 in 2013, both the economies benefiting from the labour cost

advantage. A comparison of the Knowledge Economy Index of China and India shows

that while China has improved its ranking from 100 to 84; India has moved farther

from 106 in 1995 to 110 in 2012. This index is primarily based on parameters related

to economic incentives and institutional regime, education, innovation and

Information and Communication Technology (ICT). The relative position of both the

economies on the indices of human capital and research also indicates a similar

ranking with China at 56th and India at 104th position.  Scientific outputs too place

China at 9th and India at 60th position.

4 Global Innovation Index,  (http://www.globalinnovationindex.org/gii)

5 The Global Competitiveness Report for the years under consideration.

6 www.unido.org/data1/statistics/Research/cip.htm (For various years)

7 Global Manufacturing competitiveness index, Deloitte (For various years)

8 KEI reflects the suitability of the environment for using knowledge for economic

development.
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Figure 17: China- India comparison on the basis of

various Index rankings over the period

Source: Constructed from various sources (foot notes from 3 to 7)

It is evident from the trends analysis of ranks of both the countries that China has

consistently improved its position; whereas India continues to be in need of

improvements on several counts. While China is recognised as an efficiency driven

economy by the Global Competitiveness Report, India is still seen as a factor driven

economy9. Much of India’s growth has depended on services sector with

manufacturing at the basic or intermediate level (Planning Commission, 2014).

However, a point that needs to be looked into if India wants to boost sustained

manufacturing is that what is the role of innovation and innovation ecosystem in

complimenting the existing manufacturing capacities and capabilities?

India’s position vis-à-vis China in terms of Science, Technology and

Innovation (STI)

Prior to the opening up of both India and China in the 1980s, there was a mismatch

between research and industry with weak linkages between the two. Both the

countries inherited a weak education infrastructure and an underdeveloped

innovation infrastructure. However, the performance of both the economies in

several activities related to S&T and innovation indicates a surge in Chinese

performance (Sandhya. et al., 2012).While India produced 10,951 papers in 1990,

China produced only 7,508 in the same year. China’s publication output has grown

five times in a span of 20 years. In patenting, while China is ahead in patenting at

the USPTO in 9 out of 10 high technology groups, India is ahead in Pharmaceuticals

only. Similarly with regard to high technology exports with rest of the world in

terms of the balance of trade (in million USD), the performance of India and China

9 The Global Competitiveness Report 2014-15, World Economic Forum.
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from 1995 to 2008 are given in Figure 18. China had wiped out the deficit by 2001

and India faced an increasing trade deficit in high technology export and import.

Figure 18: Comparison of balance of trade in million USD

China has consistently improved its global ranking in manufacturing STI and has

emerged as a global player though prior to reforms both China and India had similar

levels of development.

The Chinese Transformation through STI

Chinese model of development has treated S&T as a complement to economic

transformation. The transformation is operationalised through a large number of

policies evolved by involving a large number of experts in preparing the roadmap

and extensive deliberations. While on one hand the major policy slogans from the

Chinese political leadership have underlined the policy directions, the policy stimulus

has also come from the user community in deciding the direction of development.

It has also enacted various policies and laws in its ongoing transition to an innovation-

based economy. These policies and laws are enunciated through the decisions of

the State Council, an apex body and the Central Committee of the Communist

Party of China (CPC) from time to time with a lot of deliberations.

As a follow up of the opening up of the Chinese economy, the first directive was to

boost its S&T capabilities and catch up with the world. China embarked on a series

of policies and programmes in its endeavour to reach the catch up milestone. The

first step was to complement the economic policies with the S&T policies to boost

its S&T capacity and innovation. The entire infrastructure was subjected to

restructuring in response to the catch up milestone, which involved both, demolition

of old structures as well as creation of the new ones. China announced a series of

national programmes to enhance its capacity and capabilities in S&T. The major
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policy decisions which defined China’s overall direction for orienting S&T and laid a

framework included, The 1985 Decision on the Reform of Science and Technology

Management System; The May 1995 Decision of Accelerating Scientific and

Technological Progress and The Medium and Long-Term S&T Development plan in

2006. Both the 1985 and 1995 decisions of the Chinese Communist Party were

discussed over major conferences and the Medium & Long Term Programme of 2006

took three years and a series of discussions to finalize the action points.

Basic research as a key to sustain the overall development of S&T was given a

priority by the planners post reforms. While the impetus to basic research was first

provided by setting up the National Natural Science Foundation (NSFC) in 1986

followed by the Climbing Programme in 1991 and the 973 Programme in 1997; Applied

research and High Technology were promoted by the  Key Technologies R&D

Programme in 1982, Advanced Technologies Programme, the 863 programme in

1986.The major programmes for supporting Innovation included the Torch Programme

in 1988, the National New Products Programme in1988, the Innov-fund for small

and medium enterprises in 1989, the Spark Programme in 1986 and the Knowledge

Innovation Programme in 1998.

China’s emphasis on the issue of human resource can be gauged from the fact that

it took series of proactive initiatives in generating and augmenting its human resource

by implementing a number of programmes and policies. While university

modernization remained a key issue to revitalize the human resource, changes in

curricula, autonomy in administration, and the participation of regional governments

remained some of the others (Sandhya, et al., 2012).

Universities as drivers of research and commercialization

In transitioning from a centrally planned economy to a market economy, development

by science and education became the defining strategy in China. Higher education

was accorded  top priority and thus development of science and education became

the focal point of reforms. The mid 1980s witnessed several reforms to revamp the

higher education system.

Two major initiatives to revamp higher education system in China included the

Project 211 and Project 985.The Project 211 was launched in 1996 aimed to

strengthen about 100 higher educational institutions and key disciplinary areas as a

national priority for the 21st century. The Project 985 targeted founding of world-

class universities in China and was launched in 1998 with a mandate of targeting

ten universities with special three year monetary grants. These two university

modernization programmes were supplemented with other programmes to attract

the best manpower from within China and abroad. Some of these were One Hundred

Talents, the Cheung Kong Scholar Programme, National Science Fund programme,

Chunhui Programme, Yangtze Scholar’s and Hundred, Thousand, and Ten Thousand

Talents Programme.
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The focus of the Chinese universities was changed from education to research and

to commercialization from the 1980s. Universities have exhibited great potential

in knowledge innovation and industrialization of high technologies since then. Chinese

universities have become a major force in China’s knowledge production activities

as well as commercialization.

China encouraged its universities to set up of their own enterprises to counter the

problems of technology markets. The practice of university affiliated enterprises is

a unique feature of the Chinese innovation system. They are different from spin–

offs (where the firms become independent of universities) in terms of their

governance structure, ownership, and control. Here, the control lies with

universities. The concept of enterprises in China has redefined the role of universities

from being training centres to profit generators. University Science Parks have

been created in China to incubate spin-offs created by university professors and

students. The practice of spin-offs from universities in China has been an important

factor in offsetting the problems of technology markets (Kroll & Liefner, 2006).

These provide fertile ground for incubating new ideas. They have exhibited a great

deal of dynamism in fostering links amongst Government Research Institutes (GRIs),

universities, and the industry.

Some of the most visible impact of these measures pertains to publication outputs,

prominence of Chinese universities in select fields, enhanced global ranking of

Chinese universities, etc.

Redefined role of the Government Research Institutes

The inefficiencies of the public research system prior to the market reforms stemmed

from the problems of research not being linked to industry, poor productivity, lack

of linkages with the industry, etc. The consequent policies in China have targeted

research, funding, commercialization, manpower, organizational restructuring and

commercialization (Sandhya, et al., 2012) The ensuing major policy initiatives

targeted funding reforms; restructuring of GRIs; consolidation of links among

research, academia, and industry; commercialization by the creation of ‘Technology

Markets, creation of S&T parks, etc. This has led to a revamp of existing structures,

mechanisms and governance.

The first step taken in revamping the governance of government research institutions

was to discourage the government from providing unconditional funding. The funding

of GRIs shifted from fixed annual allocation to a multiple allocation system to

encourage links with industry, competition, and more industry relevant research.

This was done to encourage research institutes to face the market and enhance

their connectivity with the industry to reverse the damage done by the earlier

system.

To this end, the first step taken by the State Council was to disengage the R&D

institutes connected with economic development and get them engaged in
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manufacturing. In 1998, the State Council abolished 10 ministries (including the

Ministry of Machine Building, the Ministry of Metallurgy Industry, the Ministry of

Coal, etc) in order to increase the power of the market in resource allocation. By

1999, the first batch of 242 research-institutes that were affiliated to the

aforementioned ten ministries was converted into enterprises. These enterprises

were supported through financial incentives such loans, subsidies, personnel, tax

incentives, operational funding, etc. In 2000, another round of 134 R&D institutes

under the Ministry of Urban Construction was converted into enterprises.

The Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) is China’s highest academic institute and

comprehensive research centre in natural sciences. It is the highest advisory body

in China on issues of science and technology, plays an advisory role in the formulation

of national S&T strategies and national S&T development programmes, and conducts

research on major S&T issues. Restructuring within the basic research institutions

in CAS was conducted to strengthen basic research capabilities. By 2008, the academy

had brought down 122 research institutions in to 91 from 1985 to 2008.

The problems of a lack of drive from the industry to exploit the research results

from institutions and enhance the commercialization of research was countered

through several government initiatives such as research institution owned

enterprises, creating spin-offs and support measures. The CAS helped in the

commercialization of its own research results by launching its affiliated enterprises,

and setting up spin-offs. Support for commercialization in the high-tech area was

garnered through the Technology Innovation Fund (Innovfund) in 1999, for supporting

high tech SMEs/spin offs through additional loans.

The State Council launched the Torch Programme to facilitate commercialization

of research results, since the Chinese system of innovation suffered from poor

translation of research into applications. The programme targeted commercialization

of research results from universities, GRIs, and high tech industries.  The programme

was launched in 1988 and was expected to connect to the 863 programme which

created research outputs in high tech areas such as IT, BT, new materials, new

energy, etc.

Provinces, municipalities, and autonomous regions were also asked to attract high

calibre researchers from abroad in accordance with their development plans.

Developed regions, particularly the east coast belt and the central cities, took

measures to ensure this in special projects in high tech parks, overseas Chinese

pioneering parks, and campus S&T Parks10.The Chinese Ministry of Human Resource

and Social Security also established a dedicated service system to facilitate the

launch of high tech businesses and S&T Parks by overseas Chinese returnees11 (CSTN,

MOST,).

10 China Science and Technology News, Ministry of Science and Technology 534; 10 January,

2009.

11 China Science and Technology News, Ministry of Science and Technology 561 Oct 10, 2009.
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Role of government in creating an ecosystem of innovation

The Chinese innovation system has emerged within a dynamic ecosystem, which is

marked by the creation of S&T parks, university parks, high technology development

zones, technology business incubators with necessary intermediaries support;

evolving relationships amongst the innovation actors and modernization of the higher

education system along with revival of the government research system (Sandhya,

et al., 2012). The emergence of an innovation system in China has been a part of an

organized drive, facilitated by both the centre and the local governments (Hu,

2007). The creation of S&T parks, university parks, technology business incubators,

etc., has been done basically to facilitate innovation. This accompanied with the

structural reorganization of university and public research system has been

instrumental in sustaining the dynamism. One of the most successful parks such as

the Zhongguancun Science Park (Z Park) has nurtured more than 20,000 high tech

firms in several industry clusters created around academia and government research

institutions with manufacturing as the mainstay. Many of the leading Chinese giants

such as Lenovo, Founder, Baidu, Stone, etc., are the spin offs from the universities

and GRIs. The creation of intermediary structures for supporting commercialization

along with a supportive policy package was part of the innovation drive, which

helped in increasing dynamism in these geographical clusters. These parks have a

mix of large and medium enterprises, small and medium enterprises and

multinational corporations with linkages amongst academia, GRIs and industry. Local

governments have participated in the infrastructure creation, governance and

resource provision.

Just to illustrate the point as to how does the system of an S&T Park works, Figure

19 depicts the Shanghai S&T Park. The Shanghai Science and Technology Commission

(SSTC)  formulates and implement policies and also act as an administrator of

service centres (technology transfer exchange centre, high-tech commercialization

service centre, high-tech enterprise incubators) that aid in innovation. It administers

the high profile S&T programmes. Shanghai Technology Transfer Exchange (STTE) is

a technomart where technology transfer transactions take place. It plays a role in

providing business services including feasibility studies, market research, technology

transfer certifications, venture capital financing. A large number of domestic firms

in these clusters have emerged either as spin-offs or in the form of affiliated

enterprises which are owned by universities and research institutes. Similarly, firms

created by research scientists and the university professors too have been established

in the park. These are supported by national programmes on R&D and human resource

as shown in the Figure 19. The park has a range of firms from MNCs to small and

medium enterprises and GRIs as well as universities.
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Figure 19:  An illustration of the Innovation support system in China

Major issues underlining the Chinese transformation

A major issue, therefore is that is it possible to support and sustain manufacturing

without strengthening the institutions related to science, technology and innovation?

The vision, strategies and policy initiatives taken by China suggest the necessity of

a roadmap with necessary changes in all the concerned institutions with ruthless

restructuring. There is connectivity and concurrence in policies which got

consolidated over time. There is a rational analysis of policy outcomes and

achievements which is done with a view to learn from failures. Success or failure is

determined by programme/project outcomes rather than financial accountability.

When China targeted transformation it targeted the entire innovation infrastructure

including research institution, universities, S&T Parks, support structures, fiscal

and financial instruments, etc. The subsequent structural and organizational changes

have not only led to a qualitative improvement in the institutions involved but also

enhanced linkages amongst the actors of innovation. For instance, The lack of initial

success in China in creating markets for technology was followed by a structural

transformation of research institutes into enterprises, supported later by the ‘Torch

Programme’ through the creation of innovation fund and the creation of S&T parks.

The research in research institutions was sharpened by the ‘Knowledge Innovation

Programme’. The changes were later supported by IPR laws and by having their

own standards. If despite the recurrent changes, the results were not found to be

very encouraging then the indigenous innovation policy came to support the industry

in areas where indigenous research has been undertaken. The different phases

show a distinct movement in Chinese policy making from playing catch up to creating

a national system of innovation.
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One major feature of the programmes announced by the government in China is

that these are very well resourced. The programmes have been given continued

support through five year plans and continuity is maintained along with incremental

changes. The programmes reflect enormity in their scale and coverage with emphasis

on entire value chain from basic research to innovation. The programmes have not

only been continued through five-year plans but have been mandated to be output

oriented. These have also been closely monitored and evaluated.

As the basic agenda of China was to catch up with the developed countries and to

reduce the gap between them and China, spending on R&D as a percentage of GDP

grew consistently from 0.6 in 1995 to 1.83 in 2011 (Figure 20). China ranks second

in terms of absolute R&D spending. Chinese investments in R&D as % of GDP were at

par with India prior to 2000 but increased by 161% by 2011. China’s increase has

been more than 20% each year while India has hardly been able to push the figures

up.

Figure 20: R&D as % of GDP in India and China

Summing up

The globalization has brought in ample opportunities and challenges for India. India

has emerged as an important economy due to its advantages in skilled manpower,

demographic dividend and large market. The timing of ‘Make in India’, is perfect

particularly in the present scenario when India’s manufacturing requires massive

strengthening. However, in order to sustain manufacturing particularly by the

domestic firms, the support for various activities including R&D becomes very crucial.

A successful MII can only survive if it is duly supported by a conducive innovation

ecosystem. Given the disparities India and China have, it is neither possible nor

desirable to emulate China. Nonetheless, lessons can be learnt in terms of initiatives

to strengthen the innovation actors, ecosystem support and continuity of initiatives

with evaluation of initiatives. It is important to address the entire innovation chain

if manufacturing has to be sustained and made competitive. One of the most
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important factor that has come out in recent studies12 is, the disconnect between

the production and innovation support system, which needs to be plugged in to

support sustained manufacturing. The overall STI strategy must entail long-term

vision and targeted development in key sectors, where India has done well.
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Abstract

All organizations, including universities and local governments need to be innovative.

Technological change, technological development, technological achievement, or

technological progress is the overall process of invention, innovation, validation and diffusion

of technologies. In principle, the technological change is the invention of technologies, the

continual improvement of technologies, and the validation and diffusion of technologies. In

short, technological change is based on both better and more technology. This is the spin

off boon of Innovation. A typical model moves from invention to innovation and then to

diffusion through validation.

Introduction

Sustainable development is a broad term. It has three dimensions – environmentally

sustainable, socially sustainable and economically viable. Innovation commonly

defined, as can be found on web, is simply a “new idea, device, or method”.  An

innovator is a person or an organization, who is one of the first to introduce into

reality, something better than before and refers to something that opens up a new

area for others, and achieves an innovation. But innovation needs to be viewed

also as the application of better solutions that meet the existing and enhanced

requirements.   A Solution, a Service, a Product or a New Technology could be result

of the innovation. The term “innovation” can be considered as something more

effective and, as a consequence, that “breaks into” the industry, institution, or

public.  While a novel device is often described as an innovation, in science,

economics, management, and other fields of practice and analysis, innovation is

generally considered to be the result of a process that brings together various

novel ideas in a way that they affect society and technological change. In order to

measure the nature and rate of technological change, a concept called technological

innovation system is defined within the scientific field of innovation studies. Peter
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Drucker wrote “Innovation is the specific function of entrepreneurship, whether in

an existing business, a public service institution, or a new venture started by a lone

individual in the family kitchen. It is the means by which the entrepreneur either

creates new wealth-producing resources or endows existing resources with enhanced

potential for creating wealth.”  Here, though the emphasis seems to be on the

business or market economy, it is possible to extrapolate the vision of Drucker into

technological innovations domain.

Technological Innovations and Technological transitions

Technological innovations have occurred throughout history and rapidly increased

significantly during the last five decades.  New technologies are developed and co-

exist with the old before replacing   them, say, in the form of new wealth producing

resource. Communications and transportation are best examples of these.

Technological transitions describe how these technological innovations occur and

are incorporated into society.  Alongside the technological developments

technological transitions consider wider societal changes such as “user practices,

regulation, networks of production to distribution and infrastructure. For a

technology to have use, it must be linked to institutions or society conforming to a

specific need. Internet is the best example here, where scientists, general public

and organizations combine. The internet was built partly by government and partly

by private firms, but mostly it was the creation of loosely knit cohort of academics

who worked as peers and freely shared their creative ideas. The internet was built

with the belief that power should be distributed rather than centralized. The result

was a networked commons, a place where innovations could be crowd sourced or

open-source.

A System - Called Technological Innovation System

In this background a typical Technological Innovation System can be viewed as ‘a

dynamic network of   programs   interacting within a specific   technology / economic

/industrial area under a particular institutional infrastructure. Factors related to

generation, diffusion, and utilization of the technology also are part of the system.

The purpose of analyzing a Technological Innovation System is to analyze and evaluate

the development of a particular technological field in terms of the structures and

processes that support or hamper it. Besides its particular focus, there are two

more analytical features that set the Technological Innovation system approach

apart from other innovation system approaches.  Innovation is not an outsider’s

enterprise, and the internet was a prime example. The only people who used internet

were those who had hands–on-access to computers which were still big and

intimidating in the initial periods. The digital age could not become truly

transformational until computers became personal. The personal computer was

made achievable by a number of parallel technological advances, most notably the

microprocessor, a circuit etched on a tiny chip that integrated all of the functions
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of a computer’s central processing unit.  The most successful accomplishments in

the digital age were those run by leaders who fostered collaboration while also

providing a clear vision. Even Steve Jobs and Bill Gates, with all of their passion,

knew how to build strong teams around them and inspire loyalty. Most of innovators

are product people which were readily absorbed by the people and society. The

best leaders are those with the deepest understanding of the engineering and product

design. Almost every digital tool, whether designed for it or not, was commandeered

by humans for a social purpose; to create communities, facilitate communication,

collaborate on products, processes and solutions and enable social networking.

Man is a social animal. What else could explain ham radios or their successors, such

as whatsApp, or Twitter etc.

Innovation Diffusion

Gabriel Trade in 1903 first plotted the S-shaped innovation diffusion curve [see

figure below].  Once innovation occurs, innovations may be spread from the innovator

to other individuals and groups. This process has been proposed that the life cycle

of innovations can be described using the s-curve. The s-curve maps the growth of

the development against time. In the early stage of a particular innovation, growth

is relatively slow as the new product establishes itself. At some point customers

begin to demand and the product growth increases more rapidly. New incremental

innovations or changes to the product allow growth to continue. Towards the end of

its lifecycle, growth slows and may even begin to decline. In the later stages, no

amount of new investment in that product will yield a normal rate of return. The s-

curve derives from an assumption that new products are likely to have “product

life” i.e., a start-up phase, a rapid increase in revenue and eventual decline. In

fact the great majority of innovations never gets off the bottom of the curve, and

never produces normal returns.
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Innovative companies will typically be working on new innovations that will

eventually replace older ones. Successive s-curves will come along to replace older

ones and continue to drive growth upwards. In the figure above the first curve

shows a current technology. The second shows an emerging technology that currently

yields lower growth but will eventually overtake current technology and lead to

even greater levels of growth.

Technological Innovation and Technological Change

Technological innovation can be a catalyst to growth. With rapid advancements in

communications ably supported by transportation networks, the earlier concepts

which focused on an area’s unique inputs are outmoded for today’s global economy.

Recent research findings highlight the importance of creative leadership in promotion

of innovative activity and transforming it into a tangible performance improvement.

All organizations, including universities and local governments need to be innovative.

There is need to develop models innovation with emphasis on potential technological

needs as drivers of the innovation process.  Technological change, technological

development, technological achievement, or technological progress is the overall

process of invention, innovation, validation and diffusion of technologies. In

principle, the technological change is the invention of technologies, the continual

improvement of technologies,, and the validation and diffusion of technologies. In

short, technological change is based on both better and more technology. This is

the spin off boon of Innovation. A typical model of phases of the process of

Technological Change modified by including validation is as follows: Invention –

Innovation – Validation – Diffusion.

The innovations can be developed by less formal on-the-job modifications of practice,

through exchange and combination of professional experience and by many other

routes. The more radical and revolutionary innovations tend to emerge from R&D,

while more incremental innovations may emerge from practice – but there are

many exceptions to each of these trends. Information technology and appropriate

creative leadership and processes and style can produce a work climate favorable

to innovation.  An important innovation factor includes meeting needs of society

and people buying products or using services.

All the components of the Earth’s systems are to be evaluated with spatial data.

Geospatial data is very important to understand the land-use pattern.  It opens up

new opportunities for sustainable use of natural resources; particularly land, water

and bio-diversity. Innovative spatial technology is the need of the hour for natural

resource management and sustainable development. Global Scale information has

huge potential to bring about change in social infrastructure. Spatial technologies

are moving towards seamless integration from conventional Technological solutions

and services and the demarcation between these two distinct elements are

disappearing through the innovations taking place across the spatial and technological
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sectors. The world is getting more graphically and visually oriented and spatial

technology and application solutions are providing the backbone of innovations.

Technological advances in data acquisition - satellite remote sensing, aerial remote

sensing (from a variety of instruments and cameras) and ground-based surveys are

making GIS databases becoming object – oriented a reality.  Innovations in the field

of seamless integration of volumes of layers and datasets leading to generation of

thematic maps are moving towards ease of governance. Advances in Precision

Positioning Systems both from satellite based instruments and ground instruments

are making it possible to associate location information to any dataset. The modeling

and application opportunities are immense and cut-across applications, supporting

governance, society and better natural resource monitoring.  Thus Innovative GIS

for Industry Verticals can soon bring about cross-cutting innovative spatial change

to serve industry verticals like Enterprise GIS, Engineering GIS, Natural Resources

Management, Infrastructure Development and GPS Technology / Wireless.

A strategic approach in meeting user needs can even break-down tasks to GIS

database creation, GIS standards implementation, maintaining and updating GIS

archives, and building applications on GIS databases as per user requirements.

Taking a holistic approach of spatial data creation, GIS applications and innovations

in the use of space technology can help users and organizations with tools of

“technology assimilation” and enable them to benefit from spatial technology

solutions more effectively. Another important area of use of innovations in services

is use of remote sensing data fusion technologies to create new perspectives of

images and create systematic image sets for applications - agriculture, landcover

and landuse mapping, urban landuse, forest mapping, terrain modeling, disaster

management support, groundwater targeting, coastal landuse mapping and

environmental assessment. Spatial information perspectives from images of IRS,

IKONOS, aerial images, aerial survey data and make satellite data more meaningful

information for users for decision making. In addition high precision large and small

scale mapping and use of Generation of Digital Elevation Models (DEM) with 3 D

modeling can generate a series of value-added products to help decision makers

move towards G-governance.

Conclusions

Use of spatial data sets for technological advancement to achieve diffusion across

time and space is the need of the hour.  The empirical pattern of technology adoption

over time and space needs also to be understood through use of spatial technologies

for the conservation of natural resources. The evidence on the significance of the

spatial and temporal links in technology adoption and innovation will prove helpful

to stimulate future tools for seamless operations in the spatial world. These

strengthen interactions between spatial technologies and innovations expected to

lead the way from  decision makers to move towards G-governance.
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Abstract

The paper analyses the response of the Indian pharmaceutical industry to the challenges of

new drug discovery across the globe and the institutional changes in its domestic environment

driven by economic liberalization and intellectual property reforms. The pharmaceutical

Multi National Companies (MNC) in the US, Europe and Japan are increasingly facing the

pressure of cost escalation and the need to bring new drugs to the market in time. The

result is that the MNCs outsource the drug development, manufacturing and clinical trials

to pharmaceutical firms in India and China to bring down costs and save time. It is in this

context that the contract research and manufacturing services in the Indian Pharmaceutical

Industry is gaining currency. The paper describes how some select Indian firms in this space

have attained superior competitive advantage through optimal configuration of their

resources and competences. In this process, Indian pharmaceutical industry can become

one of the major drivers of the ‘Make in India’ initiative of the Government of India to

promote manufacturing.

Introduction

Indian Pharmaceutical industry has made great strides since 1991, with the opening

up of Indian economy to the forces of Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization

(Rao, P.M. 1998). A look at the turnover of the Indian Pharmaceutical industry shows

just how important these forces were to propel growth. As of 2015, the industry

turnover stood at 21 billion USD of which the domestic market contributed to 12

billion USD (IMS Health, 2015). The balance 9 billion USD came from exports. Today,

India is the fourth largest market by volume and thirteenth largest by value. In

addition, India, with more than 175 US FDA-approved manufacturing facilities, is

quickly emerging as a global hub for Pharmaceutical companies to outsource

research, manufacturing services and clinical trials. The Indian contract research

and manufacturing services market is expected to reach US$ 18 billion by 2018

(CARE Ratings, 2015).
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Pharmaceutical companies in US and Europe are expected to increase outsourcing

of their manufacturing work to India and China. The objectives are not hard to

predict – Low cost and execution speed (Grace, C.2004). Another factor for the

likely surge in outsourcing to India is the enactment of Patent Amendment Act,

2005, which assures the foreign MNCs of protection of their product patent rights in

India (Jayashree et al, 2010).

Given the emerging opportunity that the business presents, it is not surprising to

note that a sizeable number of Indian firms have been able to exploit this opportunity

because of some unique characteristic features (Sampath, G. 2006). Serving

multinational companies (MNCs) such as Pfizer, Merck and GlaxoSmithKline requires

global standards and resources. These global majors are constantly on the lookout

for value appropriation and higher profits. This is only possible when they are able

to execute decisions faster than their rivals and in doing so do it at a lower cost.

Therefore, it makes business sense for them to outsource the manufacturing work

to the select firms in India to attain the twin objectives of “Speed to market” and

“Lower cost”. The MNC clients prefer this outsourced work to be carried out by the

Indian firms in a Project mode for better monitoring and control (W.Garvey, 2005).

Institutional changes in Indian Pharmaceutical Industry

Indian Pharmaceutical industry flourished because of the Indian Patents law of

1970 which recognized only Process patents and not Product patents. Major Indian

Pharmaceutical companies made full use of this law by reverse engineering the

products available in the global domain much to the discomfort of global

Pharmaceutical majors (Rao, P.M. 1998). However, after the introduction of 1991

Industrial policy, the situation changed. The Industry was transformed from a locally

focused one into an export oriented one with emphasis on research in place of

reverse engineering. India also complied with the provisions of Trade Related

Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) of World Trade Organization (WTO) by enacting

the New Patent Amendment Act 2005, which recognizes only Product patents

(Sampath, G. 2006).

Concerns for the leading pharmaceutical MNCs

It is estimated that drugs worth US$ 85 billion are expected to go off patent from

2014-2020. In addition, there is also a projection that new product launches would

not be enough to justify loss of existing block-buster going off patent (ICRA report,

June 2011).

The other cause for concern is that the sales generated by new approvals have seen

declining trend over the last few years despite increase in R&D budgets. Average

R&D cost increased to US$1.3 billion per NME (New Molecular Entity). Also, rising

intolerance to side effects of new drugs reduces research productivity.
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In addition to the above, Insurance firms and healthcare providers are encouraging

‘Generic medicines’ in the developed world to reduce the healthcare cost. The

MNCs have made foray into branded generics segment of emerging markets to boost

dwindling global revenues and profitability. Falling R&D productivity coupled with

pricing pressure has led to margin contraction. In addition any increase in raw

material and wage inflation would further impact bottom-line. All the above factors

culminated in the MNCs outsourcing their work to the pharmaceutical firms in

emerging economies like India.

Pharmaceutical outsourcing – two areas

Contract Manufacturing and Contract Research are the two major areas in which

MNCs outsource their work to reduce cost and save time. Approximately 64% of the

estimated US$ 67 billion global contract research and manufacturing services market

in 2010 was dominated by contract manufacturing which includes manufacturing of

intermediates for new chemical entities (NCEs) or manufacturing of Active

Pharmaceutical Ingredients (API). The work pertaining to the remaining 34% market

value is into Contract Research, which predominantly consists of drug discovery,

pre clinical and clinical research and represents US$ 25 billion opportunity globally.

There is huge scope for growth in the CRAMS space as currently only 20% of global

Pharmaceutical R&D spend is being outsourced.

Indian Context

Out of the estimated US$ 3.8 billion Indian CRAMS market in 2010, approximately

US$ 2.3 billion pertains to contract manufacturing. Chemical synthesis is being the

major contributor followed by formulations & packaging. Contract research market

size at US$ 1.5 billion is likely to experience strong growth driven by chemistry

capabilities, skilled man power and cost value proposition. Players in the Indian

CRO market in the year 2005 were around 20 which increased to 100 in 2008 and

expected to be around 250 by 2018 leading to higher competitive intensity. The

Indian contract research and manufacturing services market is expected to reach

US$ 18 billion by 2018 (CARE Ratings, 2015).

Trends in outsourcing

Over the past few years, Pharmaceutical MNCs have begun to outsource core

functions such as clinical trials and manufacturing with drug discovery being one of

the recent core functions to be outsourced. MNCs typically outsource different

stages of API manufacturing to vendors. However, they tend to prefer in house

manufacturing of critical stages. While the outsourcing of drug discovery and

development activities and dosage manufacturing is low as they form part of core

activities, they represent a huge scope for future growth as integrated Contract

manufacturing players emerge and build entrenched relationships with

Pharmaceutical MNCs
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Contract Manufacturing Organizations (CMO) in India

Approximately 60% of the total Indian CMO market relates to chemical synthesis

followed by formulation and packaging, which constitutes about 40%. The market

is likely to grow at a CAGR of 35%   over 2015-20 reflecting upon the strong potential

it has to offer (CARE Ratings, 2015).

Contract Manufacturing requires up front investments for building up requisite

facilities and is capital intensive in nature; there by requiring long term assured

supply contracts in order to recoup investments.

Indian players have taken in-organic route of acquisition to gain access to customers,

regulated markets of America and Europe and niche technologies like sterile

injectables and cytotoxics to build strong franchise for themselves.

Indian Pharmaceutical Industry: The Strategic positioning in CMO

India has the highest number of USFDA approved plants numbering around 200,

outside the US. There is a large scientific pool with well-developed chemistry skills.

In addition, India figures at the top of the list of nations for Drug Master Files (DMF)

and Abbreviated New Drug Applications (ANDA). Another distinguishing feature is

the low cost production and low cost R&D. The quality assurance related

infrastructure is of the highest standards. The 2005 Patent Amendment Act ensures

adequate mechanisms for protecting the intellectual property rights of the

pharmaceutical clients.

With a population of 1.3 billion, domestic branded pharmaceutical business presents

an attractive opportunity for contract manufacturing firms as large domestic branded

generic players focus on marketing and product management and outsource non-

core activities like manufacturing to local players. Focused manufacturing players

tend to be more efficient in production as well as enjoy higher level of capacity

utilization leading to lower cost of production. In addition to above, contract

manufacturers enjoy several other cost advantages owing to economies of scale in

procuring raw material coupled with exploiting tax breaks through setting up of

facilities in such notified areas.

The advantage with the large capacity of Indian contract manufacturers is that it

ensures flexibility for outsourcing companies based on market demand. This helps

them respond rapidly to events like new product launches (line extension etc.) or

surge in demand for existing products. Many contract manufacturers have also been

able to develop new products (line extensions, combinations) proactively as added

service to domestic majors. Further Novel Drug Delivery System applications owned

by these contract manufacturers help re-launch existing products there by leveraging

its value proposition.
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Contract Research Outsourcing in India

Contract Research Organizations (CROs) provide services including drug discovery,

new product development, formulation, pre-clinical trial management spanning

till phase IIA.

The global contract research market reached at US$ 25 billion in 2010 grew at a

CAGR of 19% during 2007-10. The Indian contract research industry has been growing

tremendously over the past few years and is projected to reach approximately US$

7.8 billion in 2018 (CARE Ratings, 2015).

The Indian Pharmaceutical outsourcing providers have capabilities to provide late

stage discovery (research chemistry) and drug development services. However they

are in the process of building up research biology skills to facilitate early stage

discovery.

Strategic positioning of Indian CRO

Indian CRO firms are poised to assume leadership positions in the coming years.

The firms can deliver the services to the clients at a fraction of the cost incurred by

the clients. India has the advantage of a very diverse genetic pool for carrying out

clinical trials. The technical expertise available in India for carrying out clinical

trials is at par with the world standards. India has a good record of compliance with

the WHO Good Clinical Practices (GCP).

Government Support to the Industry

Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers and the Department of the Pharmaceuticals

are engaged in the promotion and development of the pharmaceutical Industry.

Promoting collaboration among industry, academia and government through various

programmers such as the New Millennium Indian Technology leadership (NMITLI)

and Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Research Program. The Government of India has set

up seven National Institutes of Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER) as

institutes of “national importance” to achieve excellence in pharmaceutical sciences

and technologies, education and training. The Government has also introduced

zero duty for technology upgrades in the pharmaceutical sector through the Export

Promotion Capital Goods Scheme (EPCG) scheme. A policy is being implemented to

increase the weighted reduction from 150% to 200% on expenditure incurred on in-

house R&D activities and from 125% to 175% on activities outsourced to specific

institutions. Public Private Partnership model has been put in place to harness

India’s innovation capability through 50% public funding. The objective is to enable

Indian pharmaceutical industry achieve one out of every ten drugs discovered

worldwide by 2020.

Challenges in the contract research and manufacturing space

The pharmaceutical  industry is likely to face a shortfall of skilled manpower for

conducting clinical trials in view of the increase in the demand for CRO services
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from MNCs. Attrition of skilled work force is a high risk for the companies leading to

high compensation structure. This becomes an acute problem because CRO space is

a skill-intensive business with high gestation period. There is also the challenge of

complying with the guidelines issued by the regulatory bodies. There have been

ethics issues such as lack of transparency in patient enrolment and providing

adequate to them. The recent incidents of USFDA issuing notices to leading Indian

pharmaceutical firms for violation of norms is a cause for concern. The MNCs are

still wary about the lack of strict enforcement of regulatory framework and risk

management framework. China has been emerging as a strong contender for CMO

business on account of cost competitiveness, though India has a lead over China in

terms of manufacturing facilities, language skills and more importantly, protection

of intellectual property rights.

The leading players in the pharmaceutical outsourcing space

Hyderabad based Divi’s Labs is one of the largest contract manufacturing players.

Its strength lies in the custom synthesis of active ingredients for innovator companies,

other specialty chemicals like peptides & nutraceuticals. This activity contributing

50% of the turn over while the remaining value comes from manufacture of Generic

APIs. It has USFDA approved facilities, with 38 DMF filings and 10 Certificates of

Suitability with European directorate. The firm has relatively high product

concentration with top product accounting for18% of sale and top 5 products

accounting for 55% of the sales. It has well established relationship with innovator

companies. The top 5 companies account for 49% of the revenues. The exports

constitute 91% of the revenues, there by demonstrating the relationship with the

MNC clients. The real strength of the firm lies in delivering the projects on time

and within the budget estimates.

The industry has another leading player -Ahmedabad based Dishman Pharmaceuticals

ltd, which is a research driven company with expertise in chemicals synthesis,

manufacturing of APIs, API intermediates, fine chemicals. Approximately70% of the

turn over comes from Contract research and manufacturing. Acquisition of Carbogen-

Amcis (2006) has enabled the company to be present across the value chain of this

space and strengthen its position. It has deep relationship with the pharmaceutical

MNCs. Solvay as its top customer contributes more than 15% of the revenues. It has

USFDA approved manufacturing facilities and the exports constitute 90% of the

revenues, mainly from Europe

Another firm which has made great strides in recent years is Jubilant Life Sciences

with presence across the value chain from drug discovery research service to

development, custom manufacturing of APIs, pyridines, sterile& non sterile products.

In 2008, it acquired Draxis Health Inc, a Canada based contract manufacturing and

radio pharmaceutical company for US$ 255 million and in June 2007 acquired Hollister

Stier having contract manufacturing of sterile injectables. These acquisitions enabled
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it to have a dominating presence in regulated markets and on-shore presence. It

has USFDA approved manufacturing locations in India as well as North America with

DMFs filed across various regulated markets.

Mumbai based Piramal Healthcare has a leadership position in the contract research

and manufacturing space. It has assets in India and abroad. Capacity scale up was

achieved in the past with acquisition of Aveica (UK) and Pfizer’s Morepeth facility

(UK).  Efforts are in progress to scale up contract manufacturing business through

organic and in-organic route. It is a focused player with presence across the value

chain from drug discovery research service to development and custom

manufacturing. It developed expertise in synthetic chemistry, medicinal chemistry

and computational chemistry to cater to the outsourcing requirements of the MNC

clients.

Conclusion

The global contract research and manufacturing market is expected to grow further

to approximately US$ 90 billion by 2018. Increase in  outsourcing from developed

to developing countries will continue as the innovator companies will lose patent

protection for many of their block buster drugs over the next few years; there by

forcing them to look for various alternatives such as cost control and introduction

of generics to their portfolio. Outsourcing of non-core activities like manufacturing

of intermediates and APIs to low cost destinations like India is gaining momentum

for Pharmaceutical MNCs as they focus on their core R&D and brand building business.

The Indian CRAMS market stood at approximately US$ 3.8 billion in 2010 and is

estimated to reach US$ 18 billion by 2018.With high number of USFDA approved

plants, skilled man power and technical competencies coupled with inherent cost

advantage; contract manufacturing is likely to dominate the CRAMS space. The

CMO business is expected to be US$ 10 billion opportunity by 2018 as per industry

estimates.

Further, Indian Companies have strengthened their presence in the market by

acquiring better technologies and developing technical expertise in niche segment

(sterile drugs, cytotoxics, lyophilization etc.) that offer higher margins and higher

entry barriers. Acquisition of foreign facilities would accelerate growth and foster

better relationship with innovator companies.

Indian companies, in the long run, would be able to provide integrated drug

development, research, clinical trial and manufacturing outsourcing services and

prove to be one stop shop for all the needs for innovator Pharmaceutical companies

resulting in long term partnerships and better customer franchise.

Indian firms have attained significant competitive advantage in the contract research

and manufacturing services space. Outsourcing of high end services like clinical
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trials and drug discovery will require Indian companies to build entrenched

relationship with innovator companies over a period of time, with smaller projects

to begin with and gradually moving on to mission critical and high value add projects.

The Outsourcing market represents a great of opportunity for Indian players as

increasingly larger MNCs are outsourcing manufacturing and packaging services in

order to focus on marketing and sales and new product development. The ability of

the Indian firms to offer value added services like drug delivery systems, combination

drugs further leverages their value proposition. Overall, the outlook for Indian

contract research and manufacturing space appears very promising. The Indian

pharmaceutical industry is well poised to drive the ‘Make in India’ campaign by the

Government of India.
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Antitrust Law can Flex its Muscle on Digital Economy

Regime – Perspectives on Abuse of Dominance and

Anticompetitive Conduct

Abstract

Digital Economy is attracting focus in many antitrust jurisdictions around the world.

Industries related to digital content, digital platforms and the Internet are at the centre

of this focus. This paper articulates the need and extent of antitrust surveillance over

Digital Economy (DE) on the touchstone of Abuse of Dominance and Anti-competitive Conduct.

Introduction

Digital Economy and Digital Platform are synonymously used by most commentators1.
There is, on a survey of literature, no consensual definition of either of the
expressions. Attempted definitions of commentators have some common elements.
One such definition describes a digital platform as an “intermediation activity linked
with the ‘assembly’ of content and services onto a coherent technical and
commercial access platform”.2 Wikipedia calls a digital platform as “audience-
centric….  across different media and various business functions”.3 Yet another
describes platforms as entities that provide software and services on which other
businesses rely to produce complementary products.4

Howard A. Shelanski, Director, Bureau of Economics, Federal Trade Commission
succinctly summarises the aforesaid definitions of Digital Platform, highlighting
the veneer thereunder, as one that “provides a gateway between consumers and

* Dr. S. Chakravarthy is a civil servant by profession, belonging to the Indian Administrative

Service. He was Member, Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Commission, New Delhi.

He was a Member of the Committee for drafting the new  Indian Competition Law. Presently

he is Adviser on Competition Policy and Law. He had undertaken Consultancy assignments in

World Bank and Asian Development Bank.

1 This paper acknowledges the synonym, wherever the said expressions are used.

2  Laurence Meyer, Digital Platforms: Definition and Strategic Value, Comm. & Strategies,

2d Quarter 2000, at 127, 128 (2000).
3  Integrated Digital Platforms, WIKIPEDIA, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_digital_

platform.

4 David S. Evans, Antitrust Issues Raised by the Emerging Global Internet Economy, 102 NW.

U.L. REV. 1987, 1989 (2008).
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many diverse applications well beyond the specific product or service that constitutes
the platform itself” 5. Platforms serve to expand and aggregate functionality and to
enhance consumers’ access to the aggregated applications. In addition, they serve
as “enablers” of innovation by providing common interfaces through which
entrepreneurs can connect their complementary products to critical masses of
consumers. Platforms therefore include devices (e.g., phones and tablets), software
(e.g., operating systems and browsers), and services (e.g., search engines, social
networks, and e-commerce sites). 6

Disruptive Technology

In a manner of speaking, DE inheres Disruptive Technology. A disruptive technology
is one that displaces an established technology and shakes up the industry or a
ground-breaking product that creates a completely new industry.7 For instance,

1. The personal computer (PC) has displaced the typewriter and forever changed
the way people work and communicate;

2. The Windows operating system’s combination of affordability and a user-friendly
interface has been instrumental in the rapid development of the personal
computing industry which has disrupted to some extent the television industry;

3. Email has transformed the way of communicating, largely displacing letter-
writing and disrupting the postal and greeting card industries;

4. Cell phones have made it possible for people to call, irrespective of their location
and consequently, the telecom industry has been disrupted;

5. Laptops have replaced desktops;

6. Smart phones have largely replaced cell phones and because of the available
apps, have disrupted pocket cameras;

7. Cloud computing has, in the business world, displaced many resources that
would conventionally have been located in-house or provided as a traditionally
hosted service.

Quality, Innovation and Competition

Internet has been proceeding northward exponentially with the proliferation of
email platforms, social networks, texting, mapping, video sharing, gaming, and
online communications, many of which are provided free of charge. Competition,
as a tool for Market behaviour, impels the players therein to provide quality products

5  Howard A. Shelanski, University of Pennsylvania Law Review, Vol. 161: 1666.
6 Ibid; Howard Shelanski has provided a reference: Tim Wu, Taking Innovation Seriously:

Antitrust Enforcement if Innovation Mattered most, 78 ANTITRUST L.J. 313, 321 (2012)

7  Clayton M. Christensen, “The Innovator’s Dilemma”, Harvard Business School, 1997.
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and services, particularly when they are offered free of charge.8 In a manner of
speaking, Competition triggers Innovation. A brief treatment of innovation may be
in order here.

Innovation has many definitions. Schumpeter9 used one tethered to new processes
and products in his discussion of ‘creative destruction’. He famously wrote which
records the essence of his thought:

The fundamental impulse that sets and keeps the capitalist engine in motion
comes from the new consumers’ goods, the new method of production or
transportation, the new markets, the new forms of industrial organization
that capitalist enterprise creates….The opening up of new markets, foreign or
domestic….illustrate…, the.. process of industrial mutation — if I may use the
biological term – that incessantly revolutionizes the economic structure from
within, incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating a new one.
This process of Creative Destruction is the essential fact about capitalism… it
is not [price competition] which counts but the competition from the new
commodity. 10

Examples of creative destruction are easy to come by:

In the early 20th Century the automobile decimated the blacksmith and carriage-
maker trades; more recently email has upended the economics of the postal service,
Craigslist has devastated newspaper classified ads, online shopping has imperiled
bricks-and-mortar retail and the smart phone has relegated former mobile handset
market leaders, such as Nokia and Blackberry, to obscurity.

Innovation is in consumer interest. It could provide the consumer with a superior
product, better quality and enhanced efficacy and efficiency, besides relatively a
better deal for the price he pays. It cannot be gainsaid that competition in the
market spurs innovation.

Antitrust Law in most, if not all countries, is designed generally to promote and
protect competition in the market. As competition spurs Innovation, one could
simplistically deduce that Antitrust Law fosters Innovation. But there are
dimensions which are not on all fours with such deductions/inferences. Antitrust
Law is anchored round price effects and often ignores other elements of competition.
Interaction between Antitrust Law and Competition on the one hand and Innovation,
Quality and Long Term Competitive Markets on the other requires greater attention
than given hitherto. In other words, greater attention is needed to appreciate the
dynamic competitive effects in the Market brought about through Innovation than
deference to price effects alone.

8  Office of Fair Trading, Completed Acquisition by Motorola Mobility of Waze Mobile Ltd.,

ME/6167/13, Dec. 17, 2013. (OFT was considering whether merger  would “dampen Google’s

incentive to innovate and improve quality as a result of the loss of an innovative rival”).
9  Joseph A Schumpeter, ‘Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy’ [originally published in

1947], 3d ed. 1950.

10  Thomas K McGraw, ‘Prophet of Innovation: Joseph Schumpeter and Innovation’, 83-84,

2007.
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If society wishes to promote competition, the road map that sounds apposite is
promotion of Innovation. Dynamic competition is the competition that comes
from the development of a new product or process.

Most Competition Laws dealing with Antitrust hardly advance dynamic competition
and economic growth. Among the key factors impelling economic growth and
productivity are Innovation and its rapid and profitable cornmercialization and
diffusion. A consequence would be enhancement of consumer welfare in the long
run. Technological Innovation leads to increase in productivity, better supplies,
quality enhancement, reasonable price ranges and thus to long term consumer
welfare.

Antitrust or Competition Laws require to be fashioned in a forward-looking,
innovation-centered context, if they are enjoined to subserve consumer welfare.
Jorde and Teece11 believe that ‘adopting dynamic competition and Innovation as
the goal of Antitrust would serve consumer welfare over time more assuredly than
does the current focus on short run consumer welfare’.

When new technologies and new products are at issue, Antitrust Laws have to eschew
their conventional mind set and seek suitable methodology or algorithm to assess
potential competition. The reason is that potential competition from new
technologies can destroy a firm’s position in a particular market.

Antitrust Agencies’ Concern

In today’s dynamic Market place, new technological improvements are constantly
replacing those that came before, as competitors are driven to improve their existing
products or introduce new products in order to maintain their market share.12 Such
technological improvements carry with them Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs)
like Patents. IPRs are like any other property rights and they allow creators, or
owners of patents, trademarks or copyrighted works to benefit from their own
work or investment in a creation. Holders of IPRs acquire a monopolistic right over
their intellectual properties. These rights are awarded by the State and the user
can exercise these rights to restrain others from using them without his/her consent.
Any violation of such rights leads to infringement. Antitrust laws seek to ensure
that new proprietary technologies, products, and services are bought, sold, traded,
and licensed in a competitive environment. They also aim to prevent the misuse of
dominant position or stockpiling of market power.

The principal Antitrust concern relating to the digital markets is that they are,
or may become, dominated by firms that maintain their market power through

11 Thomas M Jorde and David J Teece, ‘Innovation, Dynamic Competition and Antitrust

Policy’, CATO Review of Business and Government, Regulation, Fall, 1990.

12  See U.S. Department of Justice & Federal Trade Commisson, Antitrust enforcement

and Intellectual Property Rights: promoting Innovation and Competition (2007), available

at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/antitrust-enforcement-and-

intellectual-property-rights-promoting-innovation-and-competition.
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anticompetitive conduct and acquisitions.13 This concern has been particularly
salient for firms that serve as digital platforms.14

Market Power, Anticompetitive Conduct and Acquisitions

With Digital Economy leap frogging at an unprecedented velocity, the concern of
Antitrust Agencies has acquired a sharp seriousness warranting diligent surveillance
and effective action against the activities, conduct and behaviour of DE entities.
Consequently, Antitrust Agencies are training their surveillance guns and adjudicatory
arm on and against abuse of dominance, anticompetitive conduct and acquisitions
in the DE sector. Unbridled anticompetitive conduct on the part of DE needs to be
upbraided and reined in, lest it prejudices competition in the Market and injures
the interest of consumers. Antitrust agencies are increasingly frowning upon the
pejorative conduct and behaviour of some DE entities, which are unleashing
disruptive technology in the Market place. But a caveat needs to be mentioned
here. Disruptive technology may be triggered by innovative capability, desire to
serve consumers with better and cheaper products, desire to help become a game
changer and desire to capture a big share of the Market. These trigger causes are
laudatory but there is a strong potential for the disruptor (innovator) to perpetrate
anticompetitive practices and to abuse his dominance. It is this potential that worries
Antitrust Agencies warranting strong surveillance and investigation thrust.

In support, the concern and surveillance are demonstrated in some cases of recent
year lines. A few are mentioned hereinbelow.

1. Google’s conduct was investigated in 2012-13 by Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
of US. The matter was so precipitated that Google agreed to change its business
practices addressing FTC’s concerns in the markets for devices like Smart Phones,
Games and Tablets and also in Online Search.15

2. Vivendi S.A’s proposed acquisition of EMI Recorded Music and merger of digital
music giants EMI and Universal came under FTC’s investigative lens in 2012.16

3. US Department of Justice investigated the Comcast’s acquisition of NBC Universal
Joint Venture but allowed it to proceed albeit with conditions.17

4. In order to restore price competition and reduce E-book prices, US Department
of Justice investigated the alleged E-books conspiracy by Apple Inc. and others
and arrived at a settlement with three large book publishers. The Department,
however, continued litigation against Apple Inc. and two other publishers.18

13  See http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/20/technology/ftc-pushes-antitrust-inquiry-

against-google-into-january -.html, 2012.
14   See footnote 6, p. 1665.

15  See http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2013/01/google.shtm.
16 See http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2012/09/emi.shtm.

17 See http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2011/January/11-at-061.html.

18 See http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2012/April/12-at-457.html.
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5. FTC charged Facebook that it deceived consumers by failing to keep privacy
promises and likewise charged Twitter that it failed to safeguard personal
information. Both Facebook and Twitter had to arrive at a settlement with
FTC.19

6. Google’s acquisition of Motorola Mobility Holdings Inc. and acquisition of certain
patents by Apple Inc. were investigated by US Department of Justice in 2012.20

(The author acknowledges with respect, the footnotes 15 to 20 herein referred to
by Howard A. Shelanski, in his article INFORMATION, INNOVATION, AND COMPETITION
POLICY FOR THE INTERNET, University of Pennsylvania Law Review, Vol. 161: 1666).

Flexing its muscle against DE entities and curbing, if not eliminating anticompetitive
practices and abuse of dominance, perpetrated by them constitute a long journey.
But a long journey starts with a first step. Concern and acknowledging concern on
the part of Antitrust Agencies constitute the first step. The next step is to beef up
surveillance on their part by closely watching the Market place, wherein the actors
infuse disruption (through innovation technology and creative effort) but who indulge
in anticompetitive conduct and abuse of dominance, prejudicing competition. Next
step is to mount investigation against such offenders, keeping in mind and not
negating the positive aspects of disruptive technology. The logical next step is to
formulate complaints/charges against them and prosecute them in Courts and
Antitrust Tribunals.

Antitrust Law and Dynamic Competition

Antitrust Laws often focus on the price effects of potentially anticompetitive
behavior. In dynamic competitive industries, however, technological change and
Innovation as well as price need to receive substantial attention. Innovation affects
not so much the prices that consumers pay for given products, but more importantly
Innovation affects the quality of products in the Marketplace and especially where
dramatically new and better products will come into existence. It is the force of
Innovation that can lead to higher quality products being offered at lower prices
to consumers in the future. An understanding of the particulars of dynamic
competition is a vital part of a sound Antitrust policy. In dominant industries, the
market is often a moving target, evolving as technology changes in response to
Innovation. It is important, therefore, to focus not only on static competition within
the Market as it is currently constituted, but also on dynamic competition for the
Market of the future. Quality and Innovation form a fundamental aspect of
competition21. Competition agencies acknowledge that quality is a “key non-price

19 See http://wwwftc.gov/opa/2011/11/privacy settlement.shm and http://www.ftc.gov/

opa/2011.03/twitter.shtm.
20  See http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2012/February/12-at-210.html.

21  Ariel Ezrachi & Maurice E. Stucke, The Curious Case of Competition and Quality, 3 J.

ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT 227 (2015). Measurement of Quality in Competition Analysis,

DAF/COMP(2013), at 5 (Oct. 28, 2013), http://www.oecd.org/competition/Quality-in-

competition-analysis-2013.
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consideration that determines whether consumers will purchase a product”.22 Quality
competition drives innovation and economic growth and a decrease in quality can
be just as harmful to consumers (if not more harmful, given health and safety
concerns) as a price increase. Competition authorities cannot ignore quality – often
the primary parameter of competition - when the service is free. This is manifestly
true in the context of DE sector.

It has been noted above that quality maintenance and its improvement are important
dimensions of competition and competitive environment. Consumer decision-making
reckons quality. In a monopoly or dominant situation in the Market, there is the risk
of quality degradation, as competition stands emasculated. A conduct or behaviour
on the part of a player may substantially lessen competition by enabling a small,
but significant degradation in quality. If the degradation of quality is solely the
unilateral exercise of Market power on the part of a major player, it is seen as
intentional, Competition Agencies have a responsibility to condemn such conduct
and proceed against the offender for the offence perpetrated and prevent the
party from such indulgence in future.

A question arises as to whether and when Antitrust agencies should intervene in
cases of quality degradation. To totally rely on Market forces to remedy the situation
is fraught with the risk that Markets may fail to rise up to the occasion. Market
failures clog competition. In emerging economies and developing countries,
Competition Agencies may not have the resources or expertise to correct Market
failures. But still, there is the need to nudge the Agencies to intervene and find
remedies to prevent, if not eliminate quality degradation in the interests of
consumers. Structural remedies and behavioural remedies are available in
Competition Laws and their invocation wherever possible must be attempted with
diligence.

Conclusion

Digital economy is enveloped by rapid pace of change in the Technology and Economic
Structure of the Internet and devices which are becoming ubiquitous. This raises an
important question for antitrust policy: whether antitrust enforcement in digital
industries can protect consumers without “causing harm from interfering in complex
businesses that are both rapidly moving and not fully understood”.23  The risk factor
is that over zealous Antitrust Agencies may err in terms of over enforcement, the
cost of which could deter investment and innovation and therefore could have
substantial, lasting consequences for economic welfare. Manne and Wright24 argue
that Antitrust Law should be applied cautiously because a false positive would

22 Organisation. for Economic. Co-operation and Development., The Role and Measure-

ment of Quality in Competition Analysis, DAF/COMP(2013), at 5 (Oct. 28, 2013), http://

www.oecd.org/competition/Quality-in-competition-analysis-2013.

23 See footnote 4, David S. Evans, 2008
24 Geoffrey A. Manne & Joshua D. Wright, Google and the Limits of Antitrust: The case

against Google, 34 Harv, JL & Public Policy, 188-189, (2011)
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chill innovation and competition that provide immense benefits to consumers.
Likewise, under enforcement will more likely lead to short-term harm, as firms
innovate and compete for their chance to reap the rewards of temporary dominance.
It may be eminently desirable for each country to reckon the field realities and
calibrate Antitrust enforcement suitably that avoids both the extremes, namely,
over enforcement and under enforcement. A balance is what is called for.

It sounds apposite to conclude this paper with a quote of Howard A Shelanski25.

“[A]ntitrust enforcement has steadily moved away from reliance on market definition
and structural presumptions even in “conventional” markets. Enforcement has also
moved beyond static efficiency to focus on innovation effects; ….. , [d]igital
platforms raise competitive concerns related to innovation and customer information
that may warrant increased Antitrust scrutiny of their conduct and merger activity.
So, even if some aspects of digital industries render Competition enforcement less
appropriate, other aspects might make it quite important….[C]ompetition policy
should be cautious in addressing digital platforms;… [A]ntitrust enforcement should
also change in ways that make Competition analysis more suitable to the
characteristics of the Internet and its associated industries”.

25 Ibid, Howard A. Shelanski (footnote 5)


